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Chapter 741 - Forcefully Charging Through 

Soon after, this place erupted into laughter. 

“Ha, haha…” 

The younger disciples in the academy all began to laugh. Their expressions were all extremely strange 

and rich with interest. There were even some who gave Shi Hao a big thumbs up. 

“Junior brother, we are waiting for you to enter! When the time comes, let’s chat about how 

outstanding the greatest ranked beauties are. Just the thought alone is wonderful! The scene of 

goddesses exiting the bath, it is definitely stunning to the extreme!” 

It was clear that there were a few kindred spirits that were not hostile towards him or looked down on 

him. Instead, they revealed goodwill and laughed loudly, making eyes at Shi Hao., 

“Perverts, lechers, absolutely disgraceful!” Chen Lin’s long, shapely eyebrows stood on end as she 

gnashed her teeth. She felt endless loathing and contempt for Shi Hao and that group of people. 

Wu Feng was even more direct with his words, saying, “What nonsense, even people like this can enter 

my academy? Get him out. What kind of thing is this?” His eyes flickered with cold radiance. 

There were naturally a group of flower protecting envoys nearby. They were all excited, criticizing and 

scolding Shi Hao on and on. Of course, there were quite a few female disciples that joined in on this, 

berating the students that released ambiguous laughter previously. 

This place was extremely noisy. 

Shi Hao’s face was extremely innocent as he said, “What are you all talking about? My intention is that if 

I can climb up the heavenly staircase, wouldn’t I be able to enter the immortal pond? A baptism in the 

tribulation crossing divine lotus water, this… is too great!” 

“Come on, we are all men, so don’t try to look all dignified. Brother, why not just directly say which 

beauty you would prefer to enter the divine pond with?” Someone laughed and said. 

Of course, this triggered a few people’s condemnation, especially Wu Feng’s group of people, who 

revealed cold sneers. 

“Really, how can you all think like that?” Shi Hao looked towards Chen Lin, Wu Feng, and the others. “I 

didn’t even say much, why do you all have to continuously associate me in that direction? You all really 

aren’t pure.” 

Seeing him with his deadly earnest face and counter criticism, Chen Lin’s expression changed. It seemed 

like she cared about this quite a bit. “You pervert, you definitely won’t be able to enter the academy. 

When the time comes, you’ll be tossed out!” 

“Don’t waste your time thinking about it anymore. Do you really think he can climb the heavenly 

staircase? He will definitely become a laughing stock. How can someone like him be able to to?!” Wu 

Feng ridiculed, shaking his head there. 



“Of course I can. Widen all of your crossed eyes and watch carefully in a bit!” Shi Hao said. 

“What did you say?” Chen Lin’s phoenix eyes stood up vertically. Her beautiful pupils were full of 

coldness. Meanwhile, Wu Feng and the others’ faces fell, staring at him with ill will. 

“I want to make sure again. Are the rewards you all were talking about just now real?” Shi Hao didn’t 

pay them any attention, instead looking towards those around him and asking a step further out of fear 

of being swindled. 

“Of course!” 

“Then that’s good. Actually, bathing with a few exceptional beauties really isn’t bad either.” Shi Hao 

said. He had his arms crossed in front of him, a brilliant smile resting on his face. 

“Pervert, absolutely vulgar. You’ve exposed yourself!” 

“Scoundrel, where did this fella come from?!” 

There was a group of people who clearly couldn’t take it anymore, most of them being women, but of 

course, there were quite a few flower protecting envoys as well. The few that incited Shi Hao earlier all 

slipped away, fearful of inciting public anger. 

The events that happened here drew the attention of the people in the distance. Not only were there 

people from the academy, but also cultivators in the open market. They all revealed looks of surprise. 

Someone was going to try the heavenly staircase? How many years has it been since something like this 

had happened? It was because this task was too difficult and seemingly impossible to accomplish. 

Soon after, news travelled outwards, attracting many people’s attention. 

Shi Hao didn’t mind this at all. He wanted to openly pass this trial, and then acquire the baptism in the 

tribulation crossing divine lotus’ pond. If there really was a giant that paid attention and saw through his 

true body, then he wouldn’t mind directly using a realm shattering symbol to flee. For him, this was an 

extremely enticing and irrefusable opportunity. 

Only the tribulation crossing divine lotus’ elixir could give him a chance at successfully eating the Golden 

Bodhi fruit. 

“Are you serious? The heavenly staircase that has been collecting dust all this time is being opened up? 

Someone is going to challenge it?!” 

“I recall that the heavenly staircase is insurmountable. Normally speaking, one would definitely fail. Has 

there been anyone that succeeded after all these years?” 

When news traveled into the depths of the courtyard, many students were shocked. They all felt that 

this was inconceivable. 

These people were all elites and carefully selected. They stood out from countless geniuses to arrive 

here, yet when they asked themselves, they found that none of them had the courage of challenging the 

heavenly staircase. 



“Major news, explosive news. The fresh new top ten beauty rankings are out and published. A new 

outstanding beauty has been added. Someone has said that they wish to spend a wonderful night with 

all ten beauties together and issued a challenge!” 

These news struck down like thunder. Someone fearlessly brought out Goddess Academy’s fresh 

rankings and even added this type of heavyweight news. As expected, a great commotion was 

produced. 

“Who dares to act so delusional?” 

“Who is it? What kind of pervert appeared, actually daring to talk about our ten beauties like this? Once 

Feng Wu appears, who can compete against her? They will most likely all be… completely suppressed!” 

When these news went out, the academy was greatly shaken up. Even a few low-profile young 

cultivators that only knew how to bury themselves in bitter cultivation appeared. They all felt quite 

shocked. 

“Who here among you all can ascend the heavenly staircase? I heard that a youngster came to our 

entrance and wishes to challenge the limit.” 

“Go, let’s see what kind of saint this is.” 

There were a few small genius groups. They were all discussing this among themselves. 

In this short period of time, news seemed to have grown wings, spreading in all directions and producing 

a huge commotion. 

Of course, the academy was too big, so there were still many who felt that it was below them to care 

about this. When they heard this, they all treated it like a joke, not paying it any attention. 

This was especially the case for the ranked beauties. They even more so disregarded this, not showing 

any interest. They felt like people were making up things to talk about. How could anyone ascend the 

heavenly staircase to enter the academy? 

Meanwhile, those most powerful geniuses in the courtyard all sneered. Those that were in isolation 

remained in isolation, those comprehending the dao continued their comprehension, feeling disinclined 

to pay this any attention. 

“Sigh, it really is a pity. There are ten great extremely beauties, yet not a single one came out, not 

treating this like anything important at all. We worked hard for nothing.” A few people sighed in despair. 

There were originally many people who spread the news, hoping to make a few of the ten great 

beauties appear, yet in the end, they were disappointed. 

The ones everyone was looking forward to seeing didn’t appear. However, the academy entrance was 

still quite lively with activity, with quite a few people arriving, wishing to see who it was that dared to 

tread upon the heavenly staircase. 

Of course, when they were all tallied up, the number of those that arrived was less than a tenth of the 

academy’s total population. 



The so-called heavenly staircase was right within the enormous great gates. Facing the main entrance 

was an enormous high platform that was extremely vast. Normally, no one paid it any attention, nor did 

anyone ascend it. 

At this moment, someone displayed magical force to clean up the dust over its surface, revealing a 

simple and unadorned stone platform. There were complex and mysterious patterns carved on its 

surface. 

Shi Hao walked forward, preparing to ascend the platform. 

“Hold on!” Wu Feng walked up, blocking Shi Hao’s path. He sneered and taunted, “My Goddess 

Academy is one of the three thousand province’s greatest inheritances. A random cat or dog like you can 

come stir up trouble and ascend the heavenly staircase? Pass my trial first, or else you will just make 

everyone feel like you came to make a joke out of yourself.” He didn’t give Shi Hao any face and spoke 

like this. 

In the rear, there were people everywhere. There were cultivators from the open market, as well as 

students from the academy. They all looked in this direction. 

“As you wish!” Previously, Shi Hao didn’t feel like bickering with him, but now that he decided to do this, 

he didn’t act so politely anymore. 

With a hong sound, his body shone and his long hair danced about. Even though his face was delicate 

and pretty, his entire body seemed to have ignited with divine flame. Terrifying energy overflowed into 

the heavens, making him look like a divine king. He was completely submerged in the blazing radiance. 

Duo! 

Shi Hao shouted loudly, and then as if divine lightning hacked out, Wu Feng was blasted until he 

immediately coughed out large mouthfuls of blood. The symbols over his entire body grew dim, and 

then he flew outwards. 

At this moment, the scene immediately became quiet. Not a single voice could be heard. 

All of the clamoring sounds vanished. Everyone became shocked. 

Chen Lin looked forward with absolute disbelief. This youth was like a devil god. His entire body was 

covered in blazing light flames that pulsed around the surface of his body, leaving her heart shaken. 

“Heavens, this fella is so powerful! It almost feels like a young Heavenly deity is moving about!” A few 

young ladies screamed out. 

The people that looked down on Shi Hao just now felt as if they were being suffocated. They now all felt 

a great pressure. 

This place immediately became quiet. Everyone had a feeling that something major might happen 

today! 

In the distance, Wu Feng crawled to his feet with difficulty. His body trembled lightly, and then he 

coughed out another mouthful of blood. Only then did he feel a bit better. His face was as pale as snow. 

He looked at the figure in front of him with horror. 



With a shua sound, Shi Hao leapt onto the tall platform like a True Dragon soaring into the skies. 

In that instant, the scene was changed greatly. The high platform turned into a fighting arena! 

In the arena was an enormous rock. Everyone inwardly thought to themselves and conservatively 

estimated that it should be at least a hundred fifty or sixty thousand jin in weight. Those that wished to 

take the trial were required to raise it. 

“This is just too easy, right? Does treading on the heavenly staircase only require this much? For us, it is 

just a simple task.” Some people were shocked. They all felt that it was too easy. 

However, with Shi Hao’s steps, many people closed their eyes, because they discovered that Shi Hao 

was shrinking, turning into a child. He was now only seven to eight years old. 

Meanwhile, there were layers of ripples around the arena as well that affected many people. Everyone 

felt as if they returned to their childhood, back to the Blood Transformation Realm. 

“Heavens! What is happening? Why do I feel like I’ve returned to being a kid?” 

“This is why the arena is terrifying!” 

Everyone finally understood. This was a test of the perfection of one’s blood transformation, judging 

how powerful someone really was. 

Normally speaking, the strength of heavenly ranked vicious beasts’ descendants during their childhood 

wouldn’t be more than a hundred thousand jin, a number difficult to exceed. Yet now, there was a 

hundred fifty thousand jin enormous rock there. 

What did this mean? This was a large chunk greater than many of the most powerful races! 

Ripples scattered outwards. Many people felt that an enormous rock was smashing towards their own 

childhood years. They felt extremely powerless, as if they were being suffocated. The scene was too 

lifelike. 

Shi Hao was extremely calm. When he was young, he directly carried enormous boulders weighing more 

than a hundred thousand jin while running under waterfalls. He could even raise enormous boulders 

weighing over two hundred thousand jin. 

He walked forward and directly picked it up, lifting it above his head. 

Ah… 

Many people nearby the tall platform cried out, their faces turning snow white. They felt that if they also 

participated, their bodies would have been crushed under the hundred fifty thousand jin enormous 

rock. 

“This… how terrifying!” 

Many people’s entire bodies were covered in sweat. They quickly backed up, not daring to come closer 

again. They wanted to stay away from those ripples. 



This person was able to raise an enormous rock weighing a hundred and fifty thousand jin during his 

childhood? Heaven defying! Everyone’s minds were shaken. 

However, what left them shocked was that Shi Hao lowered the enormous rock, then, after winding his 

right leg back, he kicked this enormous rock into the sky, blasting it apart right there and then. 

“This is… world-shocking divine force!” 

“Divine might! Did he grow up drinking True Dragon blood?” 

Many people cried out in alarm, all finding this hard to believe. Chen Lin even more so widened her large 

beautiful eyes and held her brightly-colored red lips, fearing that she would cry outwards. 

Wu Feng and the others’ faces were devoid of color, their scalps feeling numb. They deeply felt that this 

was an absolute freak! 

Dang! 

A sound rang through the air, resounding through Goddess Academy, shaking up the open market 

outside. This indicated that Shi Hao smoothly passed the first trial. 

“Yi, this person isn’t simple. He successfully passed the first stage.” 

“He wasn’t just a vulgar claptrap here to please the crowd?” 

Within the academy depths, the ranked beauties were shocked. There were also heaven warping talents 

that were astonished. However, they still didn’t come out. 

The high platform’s scenery changed again. Ten suns appeared around the arena, crushing down 

together to suppress this youth. 

Si! 

Everyone sucked in a cold breath of air. These were ten heavenly passages, opened to the limit, reaching 

the human race’s limit of power. It was going to suppress everyone here. 

“This trial isn’t easy to pass. Normally, a tie is already enough. That is except for a few special races 

where their heavenly passage strength surpasses the limit.” Someone commented. 

However, something shocking happened. Shi Hao allowed the ten heavenly passages to crush down. His 

body shone with brilliant light, completely blasting through them all. 

Dang! 

Another ringing sounded, resounding through Goddess Academy, indicating that he passed. 

“So quick! He succeeded in the second trial?” 

“Did a monster come?” 

Within the academy depths, a few people stood up. The ranked beauties were shocked, finding it 

difficult to hide their astonished expressions. 

As for the academy entrance, those people had long been stunned. Then noise erupted. 



Dang! 

Soon after, the third bell sounded, long and drawn out, echoing especially far. 

“This can’t be! The third trial was also passed? This is just too fast. Is he really undergoing the trials?” 

Within the academy, a few heaven warping geniuses couldn’t sit still anymore. They couldn’t remain 

calm. 

Dang! 

The fourth bell sound reverberated through the air, ringing like thunder. It continuously rumbled. 

“Heavens, he passed the fourth trial! This won’t do, I have to see who exactly this person is!” There 

were exceptional beauties who walked out from their isolation, hurrying towards the academy entrance. 

“You’ve provoked my curiosity. What kind of person is this?” Meanwhile, within the other fine 

residences, there were exceptional beauties who stood up. They flung aside their original disdain and 

hurried towards the heavenly staircase. 

“I want to see what kind of person this is!” The previously over-confident youths that were known as the 

academy’s heaven warping geniuses also moved. 

Dang! 

Of course, right when they began to move, the fifth bell sound rang outwards. It truly was a powerful 

sound. 

Those geniuses and exceptional beauties were stupefied. This was just too fast and ferocious. They 

hurriedly increased speed, fearing that they would miss out and not be able to see that scene. 

“This… is unprecedented. This kind of speed, it should have broken all past records, right?” Someone 

cried out with a trembling voice. 

As for the academy entrance, it was long in an uproar! 

Chapter 742 - Walking Past the Heavenly Staircase 

“This is a freak, actually passing five trials, moreover with such speed! Simply inconceivable!” 

“Is something major really going to happen today? This fella is so ferocious!” 

At the academy entrance, everyone’s eyeballs were popping out. They all felt that this was unbelievable. 

A seemingly gentle youth actually acted so ferociously, continuously breaking through these trials and 

pressing forward fiercely. 

How many years had it been since someone came to challenge this? The heavenly staircase was difficult 

to pass, so difficult that not even the ancient sages, the past outstanding individuals, ancient heavenly 

deities and others were able to pass it. They all failed. 

On the high platform, a sphere of light rose. Shi Hao was stretching out his hand and carrying out a 

ferocious confrontation. Magical chains appeared one after another, releasing clear metallic sounds to 

bind him up. 



This was the sixth trial. He was confronting the divine chains of order, a battle of the Supreme Expert 

Realm. 

“This fella looked quite despicable before, like a pervert, but now, he doesn’t seem so bad, quite 

handsome. He is extremely formidable!” 

“Hey, can you stop acting like such a love-struck idiot?” 

“But he really isn’t that bad. His hair is so shiny, his eyes bright, his face delicate and pretty, and he is so 

powerful to top it all off. He really can be considered handsome!” 

A few young ladies became excited, chattering among themselves. Their faces were full of excitement. A 

few of them defected, changing the situation, no longer attacking Shi Hao. Their attitudes were now 

leaning towards the other side. 

Everyone looked forward. Shi Hao released blinding radiance. Auspicious multicolored light continuously 

surged, pulsing like divine flames in an incomparably brilliant manner. It made him look incredibly 

heroic. 

Dong! 

He reached out his hand and formed a fist imprint, and then he fiercely blasted out. It unexpectedly 

released the roaring of a flood that rumbled through everyone’s ears. Primordial energy rushed out in all 

directions, making the heaven and earth here tremble. 

His tall figure surged with heaven overflowing divine might like a supreme being among deities. He 

swept through everything before him, forcing his way through all that stood in his way, leaving this place 

shaken. 

“How… could it be like this?” Wu Feng’s voice was trembling. He couldn’t accept this reality. When he 

thought of the confrontation that took place not too long ago, and then looked at the heaven warping 

martial talent appearance in front of him now, his face became snow white. 

The group of people beside him closed their mouths. Earlier, they ridiculed Shi Hao together, mocking 

how he didn’t know how high heaven was or how deep the earth went, that he should just forget about 

climbing up the heavenly staircase. 

However, the things that happened now were the most effective counterattack. It left them absolutely 

speechless and inwardly shaken. All of them were so shocked that they felt dizzy. Great waves stirred 

within their heart. 

“I didn’t come too late right?” A blue-clothed young lady elegantly arrived. Her eyes were like sapphire, 

and her hair was also a watery-blue, lightly moving about like a blue waterfall. 

She carried a smile on her face. Her entire body was glowing, possessing an indescribable type of gentle 

beauty like that of water. Her intelligent appearance carried a scared feeling that drew people’s 

attention. 

“Yii, Tian Yao arrived. The bell sounds even left her alarmed!” 



In that instant, voices sounded in this place. Many men revealed passionate eyes as they looked over 

towards the beautiful figure. 

“Haha, a ranked beauty was startled. The fourth ranked Tian Yao has appeared!” 

Not only the men were crying out and revealing fiery gazes, even a few ladies were shocked. They 

attached great importance to this young lady who was graceful like a fairy. 

“Major news, junior sister Tian Yao has come out of isolation. Senior and junior brothers, are you all 

going to still stay calm? Hurry and go take a look!” 

Within the academy depths, many people received news. They were extremely shocked, and all of them 

got up, hurrying towards the academy entrance. 

“He is the one that’s treading on the heavenly staircase?” Tian Yao gathered her ocean blue hair. Her 

spotlessly white cheeks revealed a smiling expression as she focused her attention in that direction. 

With a hu la sound, a group of people arrived, included within both men and women. 

"Junior sister Tian Yao, this fella does not have any good intentions. He wishes to bathe together with 

you all." Someone spoke, loudly reminding that she had to be careful. 

“Hey, senior brother Liu, can you not slander others please?” A female student called him out, speaking 

on Shi Hao’s behalf. 

When Tian Yao heard this, she laughed. Her beautiful teeth shone brilliantly. She didn’t declare where 

she stood, only continuing to stare at the figure on that tall platform. 

Hong! 

Right at this moment, on the tall platform, something strange happened. Those magical chains of order 

all shone, igniting into a golden color. They then wrapped around Shi Hao. 

“What a powerful aura!” Everyone focused their attention, feeling extremely nervous. Even from far 

away, they felt as if they couldn’t breathe, their chests feeling oppressed. 

“This is a trial of order, testing one’s understanding of the natural laws!” Tian Yao spoke. Her beautiful 

eyes blinked, sparkling with divine light. Her white dress fluttered about stunningly. 

Kacha! 

A sound rang through the air. Everyone trembled inwardly. The golden divine chains closed in inch by 

inch, ultimately entering Shi Hao’s flesh to break him apart into several pieces. 

Meanwhile, divine splendor curled about and dao sounds rumbled. Magical chains rang out with zheng 

zheng sounds. Sparks flew everywhere. 

Everyone knew that Shi Hao was in trouble. If he couldn’t break through this, then he might have his 

body torn apart by the divine chains. Blood would dye the heavenly staircase. 

A trace of color returned to Wu Feng’s pale face. “I knew that he would fail. He was definitely faking it 

before. Everything will be exposed soon. 



“Yi?” Someone hurried over, a male in purple clothes. He was incomparably heroic. When his eyes 

opened and closed, the light that was released was sharp like cold lightning. 

“Senior brother Ye Lingxue came out of isolation as well!” Someone cried out in shock. This was clearly a 

well known person, a genius of Goddess Academy. He was an extremely powerful expert. 

Ye Lingxue looked onto the high platform and revealed a faint smile. “It seems like he has encountered 

quite the problem. He might not be able to pass.” 

“He is going to fail. Hurry up and tear his body apart! Goddess Academy is not a place you can enter!” 

Wu Feng said softly out of hatred. His face was sinister, losing his calm heart. He clenched his fists and 

watched nervously, truly wishing for Shi Hao to fail. 

Kacha! 

Suddenly, all of the magical chains on the tall platform broke. Shi Hao broke free. Like a demonic god 

bathed in flames, there were bone texts all around him. Divine flames rushed several dozen zhang into 

the air. 

In that instant, all of the magical chains broke, turning into flowing light that rushed in all directions. 

Shi Hao stood there with his back towards everyone. He was like a divine furnace, releasing boundless 

divine might. Flames overflowed into the heavens. 

Dang! 

The sixth bell sound rang into the depths of Goddess Academy. 

At this moment, even the students who didn’t know what the bell sounds represented raised their 

heads. They all felt shocked and prepared to see what was happening. 

Meanwhile, the open market was in chaos. 

As for the academy entrance, everyone was clamoring with noise. Many people’s mouths were wide 

open. 

Chen Lin had been pushed out of the top ten beauty ranking, now the eleventh rank. Her mood was 

originally terrible, and as a result she ridiculed Shi Hao. She never expected that she would encounter 

this type of freak who would deliver this type of shocking performance. 

She covered her bright red lips with her hand, and her beautiful eyes were wide open. Her face was 

covered with an expression of shock, feeling that this was unimaginable. Her heart was pounding 

unendingly. The youth that she treated with contempt was actually going to establish a legend, one that 

had been covered in dust all this time?! 

“It is already the sixth stage. There are still three more and he will succeed! This really is hard to 

imagine! The heavenly staircase no one could travel through for all these years is going to be passed.” 

“If he succeeds, this will definitely be recorded in my Goddess Academy’s history!” 

“That might not be the case. Rumor has it that Feng Wu can get through as well, only that she never 

openly displayed her skills. An expert silenced the dao bell, not allowing it to sound.” 



A group of people discussed among themselves. They were all stirred up and excited. Of course, there 

were quite a few who were jealous with complicated expressions. When they thought about how they 

still wanted to attack Shi Hao before, they couldn’t help but panic. 

Of course, Goddess Academy’s sect masters all learned of this as well. True deities, saints, and Heavenly 

deities appeared one after another. 

“Hey, I haven’t seen his true appearance yet. Why doesn’t he turn around?” Tian Yao said. She wrinkled 

her fine nose, yet she could only see a rear figure. 

Ye Lingxue was speechless. Just now, he thought that Shi Hao had already failed, yet in the end, as soon 

as he spoke, the other party passed. 

On the high platform, the scene was changing. 

White mists scattered. Dragon scales flickered in the sky. A mountainous dragon claw reached out, 

incomparably sharp and flickering with gold light as it surrounded that youth. 

Hong! 

Many people were horrified. They retreated backwards. This was a type of heavenly might that terrified 

one down to their hearts. It was as if a supreme being was descending and looking at them like ants. 

“Spiritual might pressure, a test of endurance.” A True deity spoke, exposing this test’s true meaning. 

Shi Hao stood there. The space between his brows shone. His divine senses were like a sun. His body 

swayed, but he didn’t take half a step back. 

Dang! 

A moment later, that enormous dragon disappeared. The bell sounds rose. He passed the seventh trial. 

“This type of pressure is something not even those at the Divine Flame Realm can endure. He actually 

persevered through!” A heavenly deities said with shock. 

Nearby, people appeared like they were being fished up from water. Even though no one was up there 

on that high platform, they all felt as if it was themselves experiencing that power. Those students in 

particular were about to faint just now. 

This trial looked simple, but it was actually a contest of spirit, a tempering of the will. That youth didn’t 

fall. 

“He is the one?” At this time, someone else came, the most powerful geniuses of the academy. 

In addition, not far out, two more exceptional ranked beauties came together. They looked upwards. 

They were outstanding beauties. 

This triggered many sighs of admiration. They were actually startled out as well. However, soon after, 

they turned their heads around, not wishing to get too distracted by them and instead watched the 

figure on the high platform closely. It was because there were two trials left. 



Heaven and earth became dark, and even Shi Hao’s figure became indistinct, difficult to make out. It was 

as if he entered the underworld. A green lamp appeared in the void, displaying a light source only the 

size of a pea. 

Shi Hao sat there, confronting the green lamp. 

“What is the dao?” A voice sounded from the green lamp, entering everyone’s ears. It was so loud the 

deaf could hear it. 

Shi Hao’s expression became serious for a bit, and then he said, “Without foundation or roots, there will 

be no leaves or glory. The life of all things, the completion of all things depends on the fate of the dao.” 

“What is the dao?” This was still the sentence the green lamp spoke. 

“The innate brings life, silent and empty. Alone and unchanging, one travels, yet never in danger. Also 

called the mother of the world, what could be said to be the dao.” Shi Hao replied again. 

“What is the dao?” 

“The great dao is extensive, and it can be influenced.” 

“What is the dao?” 

“Yin and yang, the meaning of the dao.” 

“What is the dao?” 

--- 

One question, one reply. Shi Hao explained from every aspect, but this question was too vast. Even if 

giants were to come and speak for several days and nights it would be difficult for them to put 

everything they understood into words. 

It was because in this world, everyone was seeking the dao, cultivating the dao. 

In the end, he stood up. He kicked the green lamp over and said, “This is the dao!” 

Everyone became speechless. 

“Did this fella go mad? He dares to act with such disrespect!” Only after a long time had passed did 

someone speak. 

Even more people took delight in Shi Hao’s disaster. They all began to laugh. 

Then, unexpectedly, the green lamp disappeared, and the sound of the bell rang through heaven and 

earth again in a long and drawn out manner. 

Shi Hao headed forward, entering the final trial. Everyone became stupefied, not knowing what to say. 

That place was dusky and accompanied with traces of mysterious mist. At this moment, Shi Hao’s figure 

couldn’t be seen clearly. Even his rear figure was now only an outline. 

“We came late, missing out on the grand occasion. We can’t even see his true appearance anymore.” A 

gorgeous lady that seemed to have walked out from a painting spoke, revealing shock. 



This was another ranked beauty. Two more people came, standing together. They both revealed shock. 

When they looked above towards the high platform, they never expected that this person would reach 

that step. 

As for the geniuses, they all revealed grave expressions, maintaining silence. 

“There is still one trial left. Will he be able to pass it?” 

At this moment, everyone discovered that even though they were all nervous, they were all expectant 

as well, wishing to see the final result. 

A bone gate appeared there, pure white like jade. Primal chaos pervaded the air, and a mysterious aura 

filled this place. 

“Upon entering the gate, one will face the natural laws of heaven. Death of body and soul awaits those 

who cannot endure until the end.” 

A line of text appeared above the bone gate, shining brilliantly. It made everyone’s hearts tremble. They 

secretly thought to themselves; if it was them in this young man’s place, would they dare enter? 

Shi Hao didn’t show any hesitation and directly walked in. In the end… the bone gate collapsed, 

extinguished in an instant. 

“Your dao heart is resolute. You passed.” A grand voice sounded, one that sighed softly, carrying deep 

regret. He successfully passed. 

This… everyone was startled awake. The eight trials before were enough to stop everyone, yet the last 

one didn’t test one’s conviction and instead their resolution. If one said it was easy, it was easy, but if 

one were to say it was hard, it really was difficult as well. 

If one had any hesitation, then they would naturally fail. When one even doubted themselves, what 

other paths were there left to walk? 

Everyone was shocked. Someone succeeded, passing the heavenly staircase and breaking the dust 

covered history! 

The scene was absolutely silent! 

“Where is the ladder? Why can’t I find it? That’s it? Is this the end?” 

While everyone was under great shock, a voice suddenly sounded, and it came precisely from Shi Hao. 

This immediately shattered the silence and made jaws drop to the ground. This person… was too full of 

life! 

“Now that I passed like this, can I bathe together with the ten beauties?” Then, this muttering even 

more so caused this place to erupt into an uproar. 

Everyone erupted with noise. 

As for the ranked beauties, some of the corners of their lips tilted upwards, while others’ foreheads 

revealed dark lines. There were others that grinded their teeth! 



Chapter 743 - Entering the School 

The academy entrance boiled with commotion! 

The twelve enormous stone pillars were spotlessly white like jade as they supported the entrance 

building, grand and imposing. 

Everyone was discussing this matter excitedly. The sky had been pierced today! Someone truly passed 

the heavenly staircase, successfully making it through, shattering the peace of Goddess Academy. 

On top of the tall platform, Shi Hao turned around. He immediately recognized Qing Yi, aka Yue Chan. 

She wore pure white clothes that made her look like a stalk of white lily. 

Even though she didn’t reveal her true appearance, Yue Chan was still stunning, possessing an 

extraordinary temperament. She had long and slender legs, an impressive figure, undulating curves, 

snow white neck, a delicate face, as well as clear and intelligent eyes that others couldn’t bear to 

blaspheme. 

Of course, Shi Hao had seen Yue Chan’s other side, so he naturally wouldn’t be misled. This woman’s 

methods were formidable, and normal people definitely wouldn’t be able to subdue her. 

He couldn’t help but think back to how he previously captured her alive, in the end even undergoing a 

wedding ceremony, seeing her spotlessly white jade body. A smile appeared on the corners of his lips. 

“Yi, he is smiling towards junior sister Qin Yi, he really is a... “ As soon as someone wanted to say the 

word pervert, they forcefully swallowed it, quickly changing their words, saying, “Young and talented, 

distinguished and elegant.” 

Many people released looks of surprise. When they thought about how Shi Hao was still muttering just 

now about bathing with the ten beauties, none of them knew what to say. This was just too direct, 

right? 

Meanwhile, now that he was staring at Qing Yi, did he truly harbor ill intentions? 

The expressions of a few young men fell. Even though it wasn’t to the extent where they were going to 

throw themselves over and stake it all against him, they were all discontent. 

Shi Hao was speechless. In the end, that really was his wife. Even though they never truly walked 

together before, the scene was still charming and gentle. He saw the other side of this exceptional fairy. 

“Staring, what staring? That’s my wife!” 

Of course, he could only say this inside and couldn’t directly berate them. Otherwise, the consequences 

would be too terrible to contemplate. 

“Qing Yi, look, he really is looking at you. Could it be that he wants to bathe with you?” Tian Yao teased. 

They were both on the beauty rankings. Her sapphire pupils shone as she spoke to Yue Chan. 

“Don’t speak so randomly. Didn’t Chen Lin already say before that this is a lecher?” Yue Chan smiled. Her 

skin was snow white, perfect and holy. 



When the group of men around them heard this, they all loosened a breath of air. Otherwise, if they 

really confronted Shi Hao, they would all grow apprehensive. 

Chen Lin was the only one with an embarrassed expression. 

“I made an error in judgment. How can he be so formidable? Can it be that he surpassed the academy’s 

previous generations? What kind of person is this exactly?” Chen Lin said softly. She was like a delicate 

flower. Her cheeks felt like they were burning. She felt great regret. 

On the side, Wu Feng’s face was as ugly as it could get. Once this type of young supreme being entered 

the academy, was there any place for him to even seek shelter anymore? He provoked him so greatly 

before, saying that Goddess Academy wasn’t a place any cat or dog could join, which practically forced 

this person onto the heavenly staircase. When he thought of this, his face became deathly white. He 

staggered backwards, almost falling on the ground. 

“Junior brother, I really must praise your courage and strength. Today, you passed the trial of heaven! 

This feat will definitely be recorded within my school’s annals of history. Right, if you really have a 

chance to visit the tribulation crossing divine lotus, you definitely have to choose a good opportunity! 

The ranked beauties have a regular pattern in which they visit.” There was someone who was quite 

brazen, shouting out from below. 

When these words sounded, this place immediately became even more noisy. It immediately became 

chaotic with noise. 

“Junior brother, when you come back, we need to have a good discussion!” Someone shouted out. 

“Despicable, all perverts!” 

“Shameless, scoundrels!” 

All of the female students spat out, staring at those people. 

On the tall platform, Shi Hao turned around, because he could feel that someone had arrived. He 

secretly prepared the Divine protection symbol and World shattering symbol, believing that with these 

two, he could proceed without too much worry. 

Of course, unless absolutely necessary, he didn’t wish to waste these precious symbols. He truly wished 

to enter the immortal pond the tribulation crossing divine lotus grew in. 

“Not bad.” This was an elder. He also stood on the tall platform. He nodded towards Shi Hao with a 

smile. 

He wore golden-colored dao robes. His white hair was like snow, his eyes deep. He exuded an immortal 

aura and had a body that resonated with the dao. There was an extraordinary style to his appearance. 

He looked quite kind. He was currently smiling towards Shi Hao, not pressuring him like a giant, instead 

only showing warmness. It made others feel as if they were bathed within spring winds. 

However, everyone could sense that he was definitely powerful, because just now, he appeared on that 

platform without any sound or aura. No one noticed his appearance. 



“It can’t be the old academy head that came out of isolation, right?” 

Many people’s heart rates sped up, unable to suppress the agitation within their hearts. 

Even those ranked beauties widened their large and beautiful eyes, staring forward. It was because they 

discovered that there were two Heavenly deities that were completely petrified, not moving in the 

slightest as they looked at the tall platform. 

Shi Hao’s charge up the heavenly staircase left deep and long lasting effects, completely shocking those 

two Heavenly deities. They had been watching closely the entire time, but right now, they were like 

wooden dolls as they stood there in a stupor. 

This immediately drew everyone’s attention. Everyone became incomparably shocked, and almost 

everyone knew that this really might be the old academy head that hadn’t made an appearance in many 

years. 

“Heavens! The old academy head is going to take him on as his disciple?” 

“This is the same as ascending into the heavens with a single leap, actually drawing my academy’s most 

powerful existence’s attention! Is he going to be personally taught?” 

Many people felt jealous and envious. They simply couldn’t believe what they were seeing. 

“It can’t be the academy head, right?” Someone muttered softly. 

“Can’t you see those great Heavenly deities? Their eyes are all completely widened!” Someone berated. 

On the tall platform, Shi Hao was extremely cautious. When facing these types of powerful figures, he 

didn’t dare act carelessly. He respectfully gave his greetings. n(/0𝒱𝑒𝓵𝗯1n 

“Are you willing to join my dao sect?” The elder asked. His hair was white, yet his complexion was like 

that of a child. His being emanated immortality and dao, giving others a feeling of sprouting wings and 

rising to heaven. His aura was just too otherworldly. 

“Can I soak in the divine pond for a few days?” Shi Hao muttered. 

Below, the group of people were petrified. They all looked completely stunned. There was such a huge 

opportunity presented in front of him, yet this fella didn’t cherish it, daring to haggle over this? 

“Haha, don’t tell me you came for stolen scent, pilfered jade, here for a dao companion?” The elder 

teased. His deep eyes exuded intelligence, and the smile on his face was great. 

He didn’t put on any arrogance, instead acting rather easy-going, joking around with Shi Hao. He even 

gave Qing Yi below a look and said, “Not bad.” 

Everyone became stupefied. What was the old academy head implying? Was he recklessly trying to set 

them together? 

Yue Chan’s mind jumped. When the elder gave her a look, she felt a bit awkward. The beauties beside 

her all began to tease her. 



“Junior sister Qing Yi, you might have a dao companion! The academy head looks quite enthusiastic if 

you ask me!” 

“This is tremendous heavenly fate! I am so jealous, why don’t we sisters all serve a single dao 

companion?” 

It had to be said that these beauties were fearless, quietly harassing Yue Chan. They were laughing so 

hard their bodies were swaying back and forth. Seeing these flowers act like this, the surrounding 

youths’ eyes all went straight. 

“Don't worry, if you enter my dao sect, you can come and go as you please through the tribulation 

crossing divine lotus. Of course, don’t be so focused on bathing that you forget about cultivation.” The 

elder laughed and said. 

Everyone began to sweat profusely. The ranked beauties’ large eyes began to roam about, feeling that 

this old academy head’s mind was just too lively and young. 

“Senior does not need to worry!” Shi Hao patted his chest and said. 

In the distance, Wu Feng’s face went pale. He sat on the ground, every hope turning into dust. This type 

of scene left him frightened, scared that Shi Hao might get revenge on him in the future. 

The elder flung his sleeves. Several white tortoiseshells bounced about, releasing pi pa sounds. He then 

said, “The divination says that you have karma with Goddess Academy. One dao companion is waiting 

for you just ahead.” 

When he spoke up to this point, he didn’t forget to give Yue Chan a look. His intentions were too 

obvious. 

Many people were shocked. This… old academy head, you… are concerning yourself with too much! This 

was what many young disciples thought in their hearts. 

Moreover, everyone noticed the words he used. One companion is up ahead, did this mean that there 

were going to be more?! 

“Feng Wu isn’t here. She is comprehending the immortal engravings in the academy, or else she would 

be an excellent choice as well,” the elder smiled and said. 

Shi Hao was a bewildered. Why was Goddess Academy’s giant so obsessed with matchmaking? This left 

him a bit puzzled. 

“Alright, entering my dao sect, becoming my sect’s disciple, this matter will thus end. Follow me.” The 

elder said. 

“Am I not going to the immortal pond? The tribulation crossing lotus… Shi Hao reminded with a soft 

voice. This was his biggest goal. He feared that after he followed the elder to the dao sect, his true 

nature might be given away. 

“Stinky brat, you really don’t understand your future prospects. There are more than enough chances to 

enter the immortal pond in the future. Do you really lack this bit of time?” The elder scolded while 

laughing. 



“The academy head truly wishes to send him to the precious pond! What if the joined bath truly 

happens?” A group of people muttered. Many people expressed their discontent. 

“Let’s go.” 

With a fling of the elder’s sleeves, the void became hazy, immediately becoming indistinct. A 

passageway appeared there. That hand alone suppressed everyone; this giant really was terrifying! 

Shi Hao followed him inside, thus disappearing. 

Dang… 

Right at this moment, the dao bell sounded, ringing through Goddess Academy. Everyone was stunned. 

“This is the ninth trial’s dao sound. Why did it sound only now?” Many people were confused. 

Soon after, everyone discovered that the two Heavenly deities seemed to have been immersed in a 

great dream. They suddenly cried out, and then they fiercely shook their heads. After giving each other a 

look, both of them were overwhelmed with shock. 

“Someone suppressed the dao bell, not allowing it to ring?” A Heavenly deity trembled inwardly as he 

said softly. 

“Things have already developed this far without our notice?” The other Heavenly deity was shocked. 

Only when the ninth dao bell’s sound waves spread outwards would Goddess Academy’s most powerful 

figures be startled. Just now, someone had suppressed it. 

“Hurry and head for Goddess Hall!” The two turned around and left. 

In the rear, when the students heard those sentences, they all found this difficult to believe. They felt a 

wave of lingering fear, feeling that something enormous was happening. 

Strange things were happening all at once, and unforeseen events were taking place in succession! 

“Someone successfully passed through the trial of heaven?” Within Goddess Hall, an elder inquired. 

“Succeeded, but… he didn’t enter my courtyard. We are harboring suspicions that ‘that’ person 

returned!” A Heavenly deity said with a trembling voice. 

“What?!” 

Inside Goddess Academy, heaven overflowing waves were billowing. Several streaks of radiance erupted 

into the skies. That was the blood energy of the most powerful experts. 

This day, a great sensation swept through the academy that was difficult to calm. 

The void distorted. Hazy light emerged. The elder wearing golden dao robes brought Shi Hao away. They 

descended into a mountain region. 

“Senior, are these the academy depths?” Shi Hao was curious. 

“Wu, not really, but the distance is quite close,” said the elder. 



“Yi?” Soon after, Shi Hao was shocked. He saw an enormous gated courtyard in front of him that rushed 

into the clouds. These gates were too grand and majestic. 

This enormous entrance building exuded an ancient aura, the accumulation of endless years. There was 

even more so a great dao aura that was too extraordinary. Standing here felt like standing in front of the 

imperial court of heaven. 

Then, when he raised his head, he saw an inscribed tablet with four ancient words: Supreme Being Dao 

Rite. 

Shi Hao’s mind trembled. Why wasn’t there the word Goddess? Could it be that the elder’s place of 

seclusion used this name? However, it seemed to too domineering and powerful. 

Meanwhile, he immediately thought of Supreme Palace. That inheritance only had a single person each 

generation. It was known as an unmatched inheritance that stood against Immortal Palace for many 

generations. 

Shi Hao began to have second thoughts. 

“Remember, this dao rite is the highest inheritance of this world. Once you enter, you cannot turn back. 

You have to fight for its sake!” The elder said with a serious expression. Right now, his temperament was 

completely different, becoming like that of an unmatched supreme being that looked down on the 

world, one that overlooked all three thousand provinces. 

Chapter 744 - Supreme Being Dao Rite 

Was Goddess Academy this famous? 

The academy was indeed extremely powerful with the immortal engravings, but if one were to say that 

it overlooked the three thousand provinces and was the higher realms’ greatest inheritance, Shi Hao 

would become quite doubtful, feeling that this was a bit too much. 

There were countless schools of thought, and all of these sects contended for supremacy. Who dared to 

call themselves the absolute best, the highest in this world? 

“Are you willing to enter my sect and fight for it?” The elder asked with a dignified voice. Strands of 

chaotic energy flowed down from the top of his head. He truly looked like a lord of deities that could 

overlook all living things. 

Shi Hao was a bit conflicted, but he braced himself and said, “I’m willing.” 

For the Tribulation crossing divine lotus, he would temporarily put aside anything. Things like integrity 

and moral principles, he’ll deal with after he had his time in that pond. If he really did leave, then he’ll 

just properly compensate Goddess Academy at worst. 

The elder nodded. His image was dignified, giving off the grandeur of a supreme existence. “Remember, 

you are my dao rite’s descendant. If it cannot become the greatest under the heavens, then you will be 

banished.” 



Shi Hao cursed silently. This requirement was just too high! Did Goddess Academy really have this type 

of confidence? How could all of the disciples that came out from it have this type of world ruling 

mentality? 

Meanwhile, he also became a bit suspicious. Why didn’t he mention Goddess Academy and always say 

dao rite? 

“Senior, is this the core region of Goddess Academy?” He couldn’t help but ask. n(/O𝓥𝔢𝓛𝚋In 

“It is not Goddess Academy’s core region, instead transcending above.” The elder was deadly earnest. 

His image was dignified as he replied. 

Shi Hao was stupefied. It was even more important than the core region? The elder’s identity was 

definitely extraordinary to dare say these things. If he wasn’t the academy head, then he was a dao 

protector, or perhaps Goddess Academy’s guardian spirit! 

“Alright, it’s about time to cross these gates. Once you enter, you cannot regret it your entire life. I will 

give you one final chance. Have you thought it through?” 

Even though he looked calm and extremely dignified, Shi Hao was a bit apprehensive, feeling that the 

elder’s eyelashes were fake. This shouldn’t be some treacherous old fox, right? 

“Have you made the decision?” The elder calmly asked. 

“Senior, when can I go to the Tribulation crossing divine lotus?” Shi Hao asked softly. His main objective 

in entering Goddess Academy was for this, so he definitely couldn’t be duped out of it. He began to 

haggle over it. 

“What is so good about the Tribulation crossing divine lotus? Comparatively speaking, that toy is just 

something to feed pigs. You don’t have to care too much about it.” The elder said. 

“What?” Shi Hao’s eyes widened. This elder’s words were too excessive, and talking too big, right? One 

has to understand that this was something all Heavenly deities wanted to get their hands on, willing to 

risk life and limb for it. 

“Cough, we’ve gotten sidetracked.” The elder coughed and said, “All you have to know is that in the 

past, my sect had the higher realms’ first spiritual root.” 

Shi Hao was a bit stupefied. Goddess Academy previously grasped the first spiritual root? He quickly 

thought of that stalk of medicine from the past that was planted in the valley in the lower realm, 

protected by countless formations. 

The little pagoda had previously said that it was the first holy medicine. If one wanted to find something 

comparable to it, they had to enter the boundless uninhabited depths. 

Could it be that spiritual medicine? Rumors had it that it was planted by someone from the higher 

realms. During the heaven and earth great calamity, there were indeed many experts that fought a great 

battle, fighting fiercely there over it. 

“It should have been lost by now, right..” Shi Hao said softly. He could tell from the elder’s tone. 



“It will be brought back sooner or later!” The elder’s eyes were deep as he gazed into the limits of the 

heavens. A wave of cold and desolate aura surged. 

“Then lets… still talk about the Tribulation crossing divine lotus first…” Shi Hao muttered with a voice so 

soft that it was almost inaudible. His heart was worried, beating a bit fast. 

“Do you want to bathe with those girls that bad? Do you see your future prospects?” The elder had a 

smile that wasn’t a smile on his face as he scolded. 

“Sweet and virtuous women, a person of noble character will find them easily!” Shi Hao’s mouth was 

firm. 

“I am now a bit hesitant. If someone with such an illustrious reputation like me taught a flower stealer, 

wouldn’t my dignity be tarnished” The elder muttered to himself. 

“Senior, please don’t worry! I will definitely bring glory to the sect!” Shi Hao’s voice resounded 

powerfully, acting as sincere as sincere could be. 

In front of the grand mountain gate, the elder nodded. The golden dao robes covering his body fluttered 

about, making him look even more outstanding. Specks of radiance scattered downwards, as if he was 

going to sprout wings and ascend. 

“The Tribulation crossing divine lotus isn’t that bad either. Don’t worry, when the time comes, you can 

enter it as often as you want. It is not a problem.” He urged Shi Hao to enter through the great gates. 

“Okay, since senior said it like this, I will treat this like obeying an order.” Shi Hao followed him into that 

grand and boundless entrance building, walking inside. 

“Let’s just establish the oath here.” The elder said seriously. 

There was an oath involved too? What kind of binding force was there? Shi Hao inwardly twitched his 

lips, not worrying about it too much. 

“Make the oath with me, starting now!” The elder said. 

An oath prayer that wasn’t long, but definitely extremely strict was completed. Then, the elder had Shi 

Hao drop some of his essence blood on the document, and then it was set aflame. 

“What is this for?” Shi Hao was confused. 

“This is a curse. Should you abandon the sect, then you will receive heavenly punishment, forever falling 

into a world of disaster and die after suffering all types of torment.” The elder said indifferently. 

“What? Is there a need for such fierceness and viciousness?!” Shi Hao was stupefied. Why did he feel 

like he had climbed aboard a pirate ship? He was actually cursed as a limitation. 

“What is it? You already wish to abandon the sect?” The elder looked at him with a smile and then 

reminded, “The curse is quite formidable you know?” 

Shi Hao looked at him with a stupefied expression. He felt more and more like he had been careless. This 

elder looked kind with an immortal aura and dao body, but that didn’t seem to actually be the case. 



“Alright, since you entered my sect, you should solemnly observe the oath,” the elder said. 

“Senior, what do I call your distinguished self?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Qi Daolin.” The elder spoke with a smile, and then while looking at him, he aid, “You heard of this name 

before?” 

Shi Hao was embarrassed. He had just entered the higher realms not too long ago, so how could he be 

familiar with the names of great figures here? However, he concealed his true intentions and said, “I’ve 

long looked forward to meeting great senior. Your reputation is well-known and illustrious.” 

The elder revealed a strange look and said, “Is that so?” 

It was clear that he felt Shi Hao didn’t recognize him, that he hadn’t heard of this name before. 

For some reason, Shi Hao felt like the elder gave off a slight feeling of relief. Was this his misconception? 

Goddess Academy’s old academy head or guardian spirit even had shameful matters? 

While standing in front of the vast great gate and gazing inwards, what one saw was not groups of 

palaces, but instead a mountain range that stretched as far as the eye could see as well as drifting 

clouds. It was a majestic and natural sight. 

“This is the academy’s dao rite? It is this large?” Shi Hao asked. 

Qi Daolin smiled and said, “How large the heart is, that is how large the world will be, as well as how 

large our dao rite will be.” 

“My spirit is indomitable!” Shi Hao said. 

“Is that so? Then this dao rite will be boundless. Come with me, I will show you around,” Qi Daolin said. 

His great sleeve moved, bringing Shi Hao through the skies. 

Beneath his feet, mountains and rivers retreated. Great rivers were like pearls, long rivers like thin 

ribbons. They quickly headed for the distance, immediately crossing who knew how many tens of 

thousands of li. 

Even someone as powerful as Shi Hao felt as if his ears were rumbling and his eyes hurting. It was 

because the speed was just too fast. Wind tore at his face like blades, and his sleeves felt like they were 

about to go up in flames. 

“Senior, where are we going? Why do I feel like this isn’t right? Even if Goddess Academy was ten 

thousand times larger, it still shouldn’t be able to contain this place!” Shi Hao was skeptical. 

Then, he was stupefied, because he saw a few cities as well as other creatures’ residences. This was 

clearly not some dao rite’s territory. 

He became suspicious. Was this elder tricking him?! 

“I said it all already didn’t I? The dao rite is only as large as the heart. Did you not understand my 

meaning yet?” Qi Daolin carried a kind smile on his face as he spoke in an unhurried manner. 

Shi Hao’s forehead was covered in dark lines. “Then, don’t tell me that the dao rite is just that gate?” 



“Correct.” The elder nodded. “Once you entered the gates, what you will face is the entire world. That is 

our dao rite, not like other sects that are confined within a circle they drew on the ground themselves. 

How can such a speck accommodate our inheritance? Do not forget it’s name -- Supreme Being Dao 

Rite. If one has the ability, the entire three thousand province will be like our back garden.” 

Shi Hao was stupefied. There was even something like this? 

On the contrary, Qi Daolin’s face was completely serious, talking idly about important matters. He 

exerted a great heroicness, a type that devoured the nine heavens, extremely serious as he instructed 

Shi Hao to survey the heavens above and earth below, the past and future. 

“Then senior, let’s find a place to rest our feet. The dao rite is so great, and even the three thousand 

provinces is our backyard. Are we going to sit for a while at Immortal Palace or go into isolation inside 

some Emperor Clan?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Immortal Palace, that rotten place will only become a latrine pit in the future.” Qi Daolin said. His eyes 

were filled with splendor. This was the first time his emotions leaked outwards. 

With a shua sound, he brought Shi Hao into an indistinct space, returning to the mountain gate they left 

not too long ago. Then, with a point of his finger, a mountain peak shone, and then an enormous palace 

unexpectedly appeared that was like the temple of heaven. 

“What kind of place exactly is this inside of Goddess Academy? Or is it not even related?!” Shi Hao asked 

with a quiet voice. 

“In the future, you do not need to bring up Goddess Academy. Just consider yourself a person of 

Supreme Being Dao Rite.” Qi Daolin smiled and said. 

“Why is that?” Shi Hao was confused. Was there an academy head or a guardian spirit that wasn’t 

willing to mention his own inheritance? 

“Now that you entered Supreme Being Dao Rite, you’ve transcended Goddess Academy. Remember that 

this is the root, regardless of all else!” Qi Daolin strictly warned. He then said, “That is to say, it is enough 

as long as you treat yourself as Supreme Being Dao Rite’s disciple. Everything else can all be forgotten.” 

Shi Hao was shocked. His face was filled with doubt. Why did he feel that things weren’t quite right? 

“Are we the only two here?” He asked. 

“What kind of place do you think Supreme Being Dao Rite is, a place anyone can enter? Every 

generation, there is only a single disciple. In principle, before you are expelled from the sect, there 

cannot be a second inheritor!” Qi Daolin said. 

Shi Hao became more and more doubtful. Damn it! Could it be that he was trafficked off?! 

When he thought of this possibility, he almost vomited blood. It was always him swindling others, yet 

today, he was cheated by another? 

This inheritance only had a single inheritor, why did it seem similar to Supreme Hall? 



“No matter what questions you have in cultivation, you can always consult me. Of course, this does not 

include the concrete methods, but instead broader themes. You will have to wait two days before the 

true unmatched dao will be passed down,” Qi Daolin said. 

“Unmatched dao?” Shi Hao’s mind was stirred up. He actually really wanted to ask whether it was the 

True Primordial Record’s ‘transcendence’ piece. 

“The extreme art that can sweep through all three thousand provinces can naturally be called 

unmatched,” Qi Daolin said proudly. Of course, he wouldn’t pass down the inheritance now. 

Shi Hao carefully thought to himself. He thought of the nine dragon skeletons as well as that bronze 

ancient coffin. He then asked, “Senior, are there reincarnated beings in this world?” 

Chapter 745 - Cheated 

This question was clearly extremely broad, and it had stumped who knew how many people since the 

ancient past. There were always supreme existences that believed people could reincarnate, able to 

reappear. 

Just like how a flower that withered this summer would bloom again next spring. There was also the 

matter of flower fragrance seeping into the bones. 

Only, regarding a being’s reincarnation, there was no concrete proof. There had never been anyone that 

truly understood it, and it might just be a few taboo existences’ wishful dreaming, wishing for the next 

life. 

Qi Daolin frowned, and then he said, “This problem is quite complex. It is difficult for others to answer, 

but I can clearly tell you that there is definitely no one in this world who can unendingly reincarnate!” 

Shi Hao was speechless. He thought to himself, his own precious technique’s name -- reincarnation. He 

had reached the conclusion that he might be able to transcend even a step further, but he didn’t know 

what would happen. 

“Is there no reincarnation?” He asked softly. 

“There is reincarnation.” Qi Daolin said. 

“Doesn’t this… contradict with what you said?” Shi Hao was stunned. 

“It does not.” Qi Tuo spoke. He looked into the distance, and then he spoke in an unhurried and 

profound manner, “There are no reincarnated beings, but there might be old instances of 

reincarnation.” 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything. He thought of the scene he saw in the bronze coffin, and then he said, 

“During the immortal ancient era, there were immortals that descended into this world. Could it be that 

even when they died in battle, there is no way for them to reincarnate and resurrect?” 

“Young one, you are thinking too much. The dead are dead, everything becoming nothing. How can 

there be anyone that can transcend? If one absolutely insists on this… when they meet again, it will be 

several eras later.” 



“Senior, what are you saying? You are contradicting yourself!” Shi Hao was discontent. 

“Understanding is understanding, and not understanding is not understanding. No matter how much I 

say, it is still useless. As long as you remember that there are no reincarnated beings in this world, then 

that is enough. Everything is in the present, what is happening right now!” The elder warned with a 

serious tone. 

“Okay.” Shi Hao nodded. 

“Do you have any other questions? Take note to ask broader questions and not specific precious 

techniques.” Qi Daolin asked. 

“The Immortal Ancient era always discussed the immortal dao, seeking the immortal techniques, yet in 

this world, it is always the divine dao. What is weaker and what is more powerful?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Youngster, you truly raise tough questions!” Qi Daolin was shocked, and then he nodded. He asked Shi 

Hao to ask him broader questions precisely to see what kind of person he was and what kind of spirit he 

had in cultivation. After remaining silent for a moment, he said, “All methods are different routes to the 

same destination, there is not much to distinguish what is stronger. However, there will definitely be 

great chaos in the future. You should just earnestly raise your cultivation.” 

“Where does the chaos lie?” Shi Hao asked. n(-O𝒱𝖊𝐋𝒷In 

“In the distance. I can already feel that it is approaching!” Qi Daolin’s expression became grave. He 

looked into the limits of the horizon. What was hiding there? The boundless uninhabited area?” 

“What exactly is there out there?” Shi Hao asked. 

“The undying!” Qi Daolin had these words for him, but his expression became series, exceptionally 

grave. He put away his smile. 

When he spoke these words, a diagram of stars appeared above his head. It was mysterious and 

unfathomable, as if a stellar stream from outer space was suspended above his head, one that 

connected to the nether world. 

Meanwhile, in another dao earth. 

Within Goddess Academy’s palace, a group of people were stupefied. There were extremely powerful 

figures that were angry, absolutely furious as they roared, “It is definitely that person, that notorious 

individual!” 

Someone else voiced their agreement, saying, “We’re finished, a world-shocking genius was stolen by 

someone just like that! If he falls into that person’s hands, then it truly is unknown what will happen in 

the future!” 

“Hurry and look for him, bring him back! Otherwise, an outstanding person will be ruined!” Someone 

jumped to their feet. 

Only the old academy head sat there, sighing lightly. “Sigh!” 



“How are we supposed to know where he went? He hadn’t appeared for several thousand years 

already, only heaven knows where he will bring that young man.” Someone said helplessly. 

“What do you all think? Will he run back to that small tattered mountain gate?” An elder with eyes as 

bright as golden lamps said. 

“Go, let’s take a look. Either way, it’s better than sitting around,” someone else said. 

“Fine!” 

“Just like that, inside Goddess Academy, three heaven overflowing blood energies surged, dying the sky 

red. The three individuals entered a blurry void gate and thus disappeared. 

They could reach the end of the horizon with a single step because they were all powerful, the founders 

of the academy. 

Within the enormous palace, Qi Daolin helped dispel Shi Hao’s doubts, expounding on many questions 

with broader themes. Suddenly, he narrowed his eyes and said, “Let’s go, this poor daoist will bring you 

to to find a few cultivation lands. From then on, you should start preparing yourself to learn my great 

methods.” 

A shua sounded. They disappeared from this place, vanishing from that place. 

Almost immediately after, the distant heavens split open, and three figures walked over. They inspected 

the world below, their brows wrinkling. 

“He was just here, leaving a moment ago.” Goddess Academy’s dao protector spoke. 

Meanwhile, the previously grand and imposing entrance building was now tattered beyond recognition 

and completely ruined. That place was still level with heaven and towering into the clouds, but now, it 

was ruined to a near state of collapse. 

It was as different as night and day. 

Apart from this, the enormous palace on the mountain peak ahead also changed, turning into ruins. 

Broken wall stood within rubble, producing a miserable sight. They were about to be covered in the 

thriving weeds. 

If Shi Hao was here, he would definitely be stupefied. 

“That despicable fella’s cultivation has increased again. We are likely not his opponents,” someone said. 

At the same time, the void distorted. The old academy chief walked out. He gave this place a look and 

then said softly, “Let’s go. In the end, we really did let him down. Even though he later did those 

preposterous things, it is all pardonable. Moreover, which one of you can control him now?” 

There was a momentary period of silence. Those individuals opened up their mouths, but they didn’t 

how to refute these words. 

“Are we supposed to just let him snatch my academy’s exceptional genius like this? How many years has 

it been since someone like this has appeared?” There were some who felt unwilling. 



“Having Feng Wu is already enough. Moreover, didn’t Qi Daolin also complete the heavenly staircase 

and stay behind?” The old academy chief asked. 

“That’s because he wanted to steal from the teachers, he is a supreme being… abandoning person!” 

Someone said. 

“Forget it, let it be.” The old academy head said. 

A cool breeze wafted through this area. This place became calm. Those figures disappeared. 

Two days later, within a barren area. 

Shi Hao and Qi Daolin faced each other while sitting on the grit. 

“I have nine great divine abilities, and five great rebirth methods, as well as the dao inheritances of 

various sects. What do you want to learn?” Qi Daolin asked. 

“When can I go to the immortal pond and see the Tribulation crossing divine lotus?” Shi Hao asked with 

a soft voice. He always had the feeling that he was being cheated by this person. 

“Truly not understanding your future prospects. If you don’t cultivate a type of divine technique, you 

can forget about it. How can you engross yourself in women?” Qi Daolin berated. 

Shi Hao was completely speechless. 

“I’ll learn the unmatched dao. Didn’t you say you would teach me?” In the end, he clenched his teeth 

and said. 

“I’ll admit you have good taste. However, if you learn this type of technique, then you can forget about 

other precious techniques for now. One cannot become distracted, because it is too difficult!” Qi Daolin 

said with a stern expression. 

Shi Hao was now truly a bit curious. What kind of technique was this exactly, to actually have so much 

importance attached to it. 

“It is called Eight ninth heavens art!” Qi Daolin said. 

“What kind of shoddy technique is that? Just the name alone already doesn’t sound like much…” Shi Hao 

curled his lips and then muttered, “I even know the seventy-two transformations…” 

“Foolish disciple what do you understand? Do you think I’m making a joke? Do you even understand the 

meaning behind the Eight ninth heavens art?” Qi Daolin was fuming with anger. 

“What kind of meaning?” Shi Hao asked. 

“It isn’t a precious technique or divine ability.” Qi Daolin said. 

“Isn’t it just bone texts then? I have my own and don’t need any from you!” Shi Hao was arrogant. He 

had the True Primordial Record, something more powerful than any other primitive bone texts. 

“What do you understand? What I speak of transcends divine abilities and precious techniques!” Qi 

Daolin glared at him. 



Shi Hao was shocked. Was this old man speaking the truth? If he wasn’t, he really was boasting a bit big. 

“Strictly speaking, it is a technique that stirs on other precious techniques, a type of unmatched 

technique. Not understanding its importance at your level is forgivable.” Qi Daolin gave Shi Hao a look as 

if he felt disinclined to lower himself to argue with him. 

Shi Hao’s mind was shaken. He immediately remembered a type of legendary method that was known 

to shake the world! 

As expected, Qi Daolin also mentioned it. “Have you heard of the Six dao reincarnation? That is a 

method for handling precious techniques. Through it, one will display six types of precious techniques 

and sweep through all before them, becoming unmatched under the skies!” 

“This… I have heard of it.” Shi Hao nodded. 

As for the Six dao reincarnation, this type of method really was too terrifying. He had learned about it 

even in the lower realms and yearned for it greatly. 

There was a rumor that there was someone who wanted to collect the precious techniques of all the 

vicious ten, but needed a type of means to control all of them and display them at the same time, thus, 

the Six dao reincarnations unmatched method was born. 

Of course, since the ancient times, there was simply no one who gathered all vicious ten precious 

techniques, at most just four or five types. As such, the Six dao reincarnation was only something that 

was inferred and not actually tested. 

The precious techniques of exceptional talents were only suitable for oneself and not for passing down. 

If the bone was lost, then it would be difficult to be used again. After the accumulation and tests of time, 

the creatures of all clans discovered that only the vicious ten’s precious techniques were the most 

powerful. If its clansmen learned its technique, its power was unlikely to suddenly decrease. 

Of course, for any divine ability, if it wasn’t the one that founded it using it, its power would still be less. 

This was just the case when comparatively speaking. 

“Six dao reincarnation is already considered mastering precious techniques and divine abilities, but as 

for this Eight ninth heavens, you can infer a bit of its taste from this name alone.” Qi Daolin’s eyes 

became deep. 

Shi Hao’s eyes immediately lit up, and an incomparably yearning expression appeared on his face. “Who 

was the one that established this?” 

“I’ve scoured the world for precious techniques and researched all types of great methods. In the end, 

after going into isolation for a hundred thousand years, I finally established this method!” Qi Daolin said 

proudly. 

However, when Shi Hao heard this, his face immediately fell, becoming somewhat disappointed. It was 

because he had always had his suspicions that this old thing was swindling him. Now, he was already 

cheated. This wasn’t Goddess Academy at all, and just now, he heard him talking big again, so he 

naturally felt that he was bullshitting. 



“Youngster, what kind of look is that? What are you trying to say? I was going to teach you an 

unmatched dao, yet you have this kind of attitude. I guess you don’t want to learn it anymore.” Qi 

Daolin felt rather hurt, appearing quite angry. 

“I’ll learn!” Shi Hao said. Regardless, he wanted to see what this so-called Eight ninth heavens art was 

like. 

What followed was suffering. Qi Daolin had him carry a large mountain on his back and run several tens 

of thousands of li every day. This was simply a torment from the underworld. 

With Shi Hao’s innate divine force, carrying a great mountain on his back was naturally not a problem, 

but Qi Daolin required him to run on the ground. This was just too difficult! A single mishap, and his 

entire body would fall into the underground, leaving behind only a mountain. 

“This is simply a type of sharpening, unifying the flesh, magic, spirit, and others together at a high level, 

allowing you to obtain the initial requirements of cultivating the Eight ninth heavens art.” Qi Daolin said 

seriously. 

“Once you cultivate it to a certain degree, you will discover that your so-called flesh, bone texts, spirit, 

and others will become intimately connected. Only at that time can you consider yourself to have 

entered the glorious temple of a cultivator.” 

These words gave Shi Hao a bit of motivation, and as such, he didn’t resist it, doing what he was told to 

train himself. 

“I am telling you right now, if, after you finished your training under me and cannot reign supreme in 

your generation, I will personally end you,” Qi Daolin said. 

Shi Hao was speechless. What kind of evil sect did he end up joining? 

“I will arrange a few opponents for you. The first stage will be an equal fight. You need to slaughter 

Immortal Palace’s inheritor, are you capable of that?” Qi Daolin asked. 

“No problem!” Shi Hao replied in a clear-cut manner. 

“Good. Continue training. My technique will definitely shake up all three thousand provinces of the 

higher realms, unmatched in the world. Undying… have you arrived? I am waiting!” Qi Daolin narrowed 

his eyes and gazed into the skies. 

Chapter 746 - Origin 

Undying? 

Shi Hao also narrowed his eyes. When they opened and closed, divine light flickered about. This wasn’t 

the first time he heard this word. This was naturally related to many important things! 

He felt that this might not be pointing at a single person but perhaps a group of creatures, or even a 

unique era. Perhaps it might even be something else that he didn’t know anything about! 



As expected, when Qi Daolin finished talking, he became extremely quiet, not saying anything for a long 

time and continuously stared into the heavens, as if he wanted to see through the stellar river of outer 

space to gaze upon something else. 

“En? You aren’t allowed to goof off. You should go cultivate.” Qi Daolin turned around and gave him a 

look. Then, he turned around to gaze towards the boundless stellar sky again. 

“It’s already so dark that it’s the later part of the night and you still want me to cultivate? It should be 

time to sit and comprehend bone texts…” Shi Hao muttered. 

“Hurry and go. Do you not want to study the Eight ninth heavens art? Maybe I should just directly sweep 

you out of the sect.” Qi Daolin spoke expressionlessly. It was clear that his mood was quite terrible. 

“Damn it!” Shi Hao could only carry the enormous mountain on his back while running about crazily. He 

inwardly cursed. This was just too freaking unlucky! He definitely joined some evil sect. Was there 

anyone that cultivated like this? 

He always thought of himself as diligent. Apart from being a foodie, he was still a cultivation madman, 

never slacking off, yet today, he was ‘spurred on’ like this and driven even a step further. Otherwise, he 

would be banished out of the sect! 

Honglonglong! 

The great earth rumbled. Within this barren place, all creatures were stupefied. They only saw a single 

great mountain moving about. It was as strange as strange could be! 

It was because Shi Hao’s height, when compared to the large mountain, was completely negligible. That 

was why when he walked with the mountain on his back, from the distance, his figure was completely 

negligible. 

That night, a ‘crazy mountain’ legend was born in these barren lands! 

Several days later, Shi Hao covered quite a wide area. Finally, that day, he entered a grassland that 

belonged to the common border of Fire Province and Goddess province. It wasn’t too far from Goddess 

Academy. 

“I say, what is that? A mountain is moving?” Someone was stunned, their face looking like they saw a 

ghost. 

This was especially the case for the students outside Goddess Academy who were searching for divine 

ore. When they saw this scene, they were even more stupefied. An enormous mountain was frantically 

running, and its speed was so fast! 

“This is… a mountain deity!” 

“No, its a mountain treasure! The great mountain acquired immortal essence and became a treasure, 

now developing intelligence. Hurry and chase it!” 

As a result, this place became bustling with activity. Many people used their movement techniques to 

soar through the sky or speed through the great earth, chasing after it. 



“Capture it! Since it is a mountain deity, it will definitely have some earth element essence, a rare divine 

material.” 

Shi Hao had no choice but to focus all of his energy on this, turning his flesh, bone texts, spirit, and 

others into one, turning into a streak of light while carrying this great mountain into the horizon. 

This result scared everyone until they were stupefied, unable to speak for a long time. This was just too 

strange! 

If that mountain flew, then that was that, but it was jolting up and down, running into the distance, 

moreover so quickly. What in the world was this?! 

Several days later, Shi Hao sat down in exhaustion. He was quite resentful as he looked at Qi Daolin. This 

rotten old man actually made him run for three days and three nights! 

“Go…” As soon as Qi Daolin spat out this word, he was directly cut off by Shi Hao’s howl of grief. “Just kill 

me then!” 

In the past, he was cursed by others as angering god and man alike, but today, he was suppressed by 

another in such a miserable manner. He had a feeling that those who do bad things will be treated 

similarly by others, leaving him a bit speechless. 

Shi Hao truly couldn’t take it anymore. This was too dry and dull, running crazily with the mountain on 

his back day in and out. He was already tired to death. 

"I was saying that you can go and rest to save up energy. When cultivating the dao, one naturally needs 

to understand how to relax. Only after stretching and relaxing can one reach the truth,” Qi Daolin said. 

“I fucking swear…” Shi Hao cursed inwardly. 

A cool breeze blew past. Ancient trees swayed back and forth, and leaves continuously released shua 

shua sounds. A few thousand year old vines flowed with multicolored radiance. This was an omen of 

developing spirituality. 

The mountains were still the same, but it became quite a bit more desolate. 

During Shi Hao’s ‘relaxation’ time, he went back to Supreme Being Dao Rite alone, looking for it based 

on what he remembered. However, it seemed quite a bit different from the first time. 

The great mountains were majestic and imposing, but they were too cold and cheerless. 

He trudged along, and in the end, he found an ancient stone staircase, but it was all cracked apart and 

caved in, tattered to an unbearable degree. 

He suddenly raised his head, and then his expression went rigid, standing petrified there. Where was 

that majestic mountain gate that towered into the clouds? 

Weeds grew tall, creating a scene too desolate, enough to drown one out. Meanwhile, this place’s 

broken walls were in ruins, rubble laying everywhere, recounting a bleakness and decline, as well as 

sorrow. 

“What place is this?” 



Shi Hao was sure that he didn’t go to the wrong place, but it was completely different from what he saw 

the first time. 

The entrance building that towered into the clouds like a mountain was nowhere to be seen. Instead, 

there was only wild grass, as well as cracked foundations of buildings, rusting nails, debris, and broken 

pillars. 

He stood at the side of the broken walls and used his hands to touch it. Sinister flames immediately 

surged, and there were still powerful symbols that hadn’t disappeared, indicating that this place truly 

did use to be incomparably glorious. n(.O𝐯𝔢𝓵𝗯1n 

There were world shocking formations protecting this place. There was no way this place collapsed with 

the passage of time. From the remains, this was clearly the result of a great battle. 

“I originally thought I joined some glorious great sect, but I never expected that even the mountain gate 

was razed to the ground. I’ve truly been fooled badly!” 

All of the proof pointed at the fact that he had been fooled, that this had nothing to do with Goddess 

Academy. Even though he was aware of this a while ago, he always felt that Supreme Being Dao Rite 

shouldn’t be that bad either. Who would have expected that this great sect that didn’t seem that bad 

had already been wiped out! 

Shi Hao walked inside, ascending the other mountains. They were similarly filled with old trees and tall 

weeds. The giant heavenly temple wasn’t there at all. There were only ruins and ghost flames, cold and 

desolate. 

He walked around this place, confirming that this place was abandoned. 

“That old man really is shameless.” Shi Hao walked while saying to himself. He was truly conned badly. 

Even a broken dao earth like this wanted him to become the most powerful in the world, or else he was 

unsuitable and would be kicked out of the sect?! 

Shi Hao wandered about, and then he sat down on a boulder, stopping here. 

After who knew how much time had passed, he unexpectedly heard voices. This was a group of 

youngsters that walked over from outside the mountains, approaching the mountain gates. 

“Do you see? It is right here. There are still quite a few ruins left behind,” someone said, guiding the way 

and explaining to the others. 

Shi Hao was stunned. From their conversation and way of talking, it completely sounded like they were 

visiting a historical sight, a place that retold stories of the past. 

“Look, this small tattered mountain gate, back in the day, towered into the clouds. However, it was still 

crushed and destroyed in the end,” someone said. 

“So this is Supreme Being Dao Rite… It seems like it wasn’t bad, and that it was definitely glorious in the 

past.” A young lady said. 



“Wrong, it was a small tattered mountain gate to begin with, and now is what it was originally like.” A 

youth with his hands behind his back said. 

In the distance, Shi Hao didn’t feel so good. Regardless, he was currently still Supreme Being Rite’s sole 

disciple, or its great disciple. When he heard them ridicule this place, he felt a bit upset. 

“I feel like this Supreme Being Dao Rite should have been quite imposing in the past…” that young lady 

said. 

“Junior sister Xiaorou, you shouldn’t fantasize. This place doesn’t have any glory and instead a widely 

spread bad reputation. It can even be said that this little poor sect’s people are infamous.” That young 

man laughed and said. He had a pair of antlers on his head, and while looking at the the one leading the 

way, he said, “We just came, so I must ask senior brother Liu to explain to us.” 

“Junior brother Lu is too polite.” Senior brother Liu said with a smile. 

“Even though there were many provinces separating this place from my homeland, I have still heard 

about the Supreme Being Dao Rite. In the past, it stirred up quite the commotion, affecting many great 

sects, but I still do not understand too many details. I must ask senior brother Liu to enlighten us.” Jing 

Xiaorou said. 

Through their conversation, Shi Hao knew that this group of people were likely geniuses that had 

recently joined Goddess Academy led by a few older students. They were here for sightseeing. 

“Now that you mention it, Supreme Being Dao Rite’s dao master truly is a…” Senior brother Liu hesitated 

when he spoke up to here and looked around. 

“What, a heaven warping figure?” Someone asked. 

“An extreme weirdo!” When senior brother Liu was sure that there weren’t any others here, only then 

did he calm down. He had heard in the past that those who had spoken badly about that dao master had 

always been dealt with miserably. 

After so many years had passed, that person shouldn’t exist anymore, right? 

“A weirdo?” 

Back then, this dao master angered everyone under the heavens, and everyone wanted to beat him up. 

He was detested by all,” said senior brother Liu. These words naturally aroused the shock of the new 

students. 

Meanwhile, when Shi Hao heard this, he was completely stupefied. Where they talking about Qi Daolin? 

“Can you guys imagine? This person was chased after by the experts of every sect, making the entire 

world his enemy. How rotten of a person do you think he has to be for this to happen? There was a 

sentence that was used to describe him in the past, so vile there is festering boils from heads to toe. He 

really is quite the character.” 

“There is such a bad saying?” Someone asked. 



“Do you see these mountain gate remains? In the past, it was so grand and imposing. However, do you 

know where it all originated from?” Senior brother Liu said while laughing. 

“Where did it come from?” 

“Stolen from other sects! This was originally Natural Luck Academy’s decorated archway, but in the end, 

it was carried away one night and brought here,” senior brother Liu said. 

The group of people were stupefied. There was even something like this? 

“Do you know what his explanation was? He said that he cherished his memories of Natural Luck 

Academy, and that was why he seized their mountain gate over, all because he cultivated there before 

for a short period of time,” said senior brother Liu. 

Everyone wanted to laugh, but they were deeply shocked at the same time. “That kind of person was 

even Natural Luck Academy’s disciple?” 

“That isn’t all. He was even our Goddess Academy’s disciple.” A senior sister said. 

“What did he do before in our academy?” 

“If he didn’t do anything, he naturally wouldn’t be the notorious abandoning dao master. When our 

great guardian spirit was asleep, he stole a supreme treasure from the old academy head -- Phoenix 

beak shears, and used it to secretly snip off most of its plume feathers to refine a stupid fan. Tell me, is 

this hateful or not?” 

Everyone rose up in an uproar. This dao master was too shameless! 

“How was he able to steal the academy head’s supreme treasure?” Someone in the group was confused. 

“Cough, that is because he almost stole the old academy head’s great-great-granddaughter away as 

well. The rest… you all should understand!” Senior brother Liu coughed and said this. 

“Heavens, the old academy head’s great-great-granddaughter, could it be that senior vice head?” Jing 

Xiaorou cried out in alarm. 

“It’s good… as long as you all understand. This is something that happened many, many years ago. You 

cannot speak about it randomly in the academy.” Someone reminded in a soft voice. 

In the distance, Shi Hao felt disgusted. That old thing was quite the scoundrel himself, yet he even had 

the nerve to scold him. 

“Do you see the remains of the enormous palace on that mountain top? Rumor has it that he stole that 

from the Celestial Clan. It was originally named Celestial Hall, and it was also because he reminisced 

about his past sect that he carried over that well known place here.” Someone continued to explain. 

“What?” Everyone’s eyes widened, feeling a bit speechless. 

“He had even entered the Celestial Clan and did this type of bizarre thing?” 

“It isn’t just the Celestial Clan. in the past, this dao master entered more than ten great sects in total, 

and in each case, be became a traitor, running away after stealing the knowledge of his masters,” said 



senior brother Liu. Then, he added, “This is only what we know. There are still a few great sects that are 

too embarrassed to talk about him.” 

Another senior sister added, “Can you guys imagine? Those dozen or so great sects were all those at the 

very peak, ancient inheritances that are on an incomparable level. They overlook their area and 

intimidate over a hundred provinces!” 

Everyone became stupefied, feeling that this person was a bit hard to understand. 

“Regardless, that person is too vulgar, stealing and betraying his masters, threatening and blackmailing 

others. He is riddled with bad reputation, too many to even count.” A senior sister said. 

“There are are even more, like his origins and others.” 

“Yi, there is someone here. Did he also come to inspect ancient ruins?” Someone cried out in shock after 

seeing Shi Hao. 

“Hey, brother, did you also come to see this small tattered mountain gate?” Someone asked him. 

He raised his head to look at him. With an expressionless face, he said, “This is my sect gate.” 

“What? Haha… there is still someone that entered a small tattered sect? Are you stupid?” 

The group of people surrounded him, pointing while commenting. They looked at Shi Hao like they were 

looking at a freak, laughing endlessly. 

Chapter 747 - To Impart 

Shi Hao’s face darkened, feeling extremely disgusted inwardly. He was actually swindled into this kind of 

dao rite! He felt like someone might as well just smash him to death. This was too humiliating. 

Once he walked out into the world, there would definitely be people pointing at him and looking at him 

in disdain. One can imagine what it will be like then. Perhaps everyone would be shouting and trying to 

chase after him to beat him up. 

Now that he thought about it, no wonder Qi Daolin asked him if he heard of his name before. Turns out 

this elder had a guilty conscience himself! 

“Hehe, it really is quite a surprise, there was someone who still entered this sect. Could it be that dao 

master Qi ran away himself? He hasn’t appeared for so many years already, yet someone still calls 

themself a disciple.” 

“You are definitely someone who tried to join my Goddess Academy’s selection but ultimately failed, 

right?” Senior brother Liu said. His chin was slightly raised, his attitude a bit arrogant. It was because 

those that could enter Goddess Academy were all the elites of different clans. 

Those that failed, in their eyes, were naturally all losers. Those that succeeded and those that failed 

weren’t even on the same level. 

Lu Ming also laughed. He was a newly joined genius that hadn’t joined Goddess Academy for that long. 

He was a member of the Five-Colored Deer’s direct line of descent, so he was a powerful and arrogant 

individual. He carried an aloof smile and said, “Those that fail can return next year, and who knows, you 



might become my junior brother then, so there is no reason to enter this small shoddy monastery right? 

Could it be that you are staying here temporarily and picking up the leftovers?” 

The others laughed as well, revealing peculiar looks as they stared at Shi Hao. 

Shi Hao felt embarrassed, but not for them, instead for Qi Daolin. That old thing really fooled him badly. 

He even thought that Supreme Being Dao Rite was something formidable! 

“Work hard, I have faith in you! Who knows, you might become our junior brother next year!” A sixteen 

or seventeen year old young lady spoke. She was extremely arrogant, like a little peacock that was 

spreading its tail. 

Shi Hao felt rather out of sorts. He clearly passed Goddess Academy’s most difficult trial and made it 

through the heavenly staircase, yet now, he was being ridiculed by the very same academy’s disciples 

instead. 

“Enough, let’s all return to where we came from. If you don’t need anything, don’t disturb me, and don’t 

even think about making a mess in my Supreme Being Dao Rite.” Shi Hao said with a darkened face. 

“Oh my, he even has a bit of a temper!” Lu Ming mocked. The five-colored deer horns on his head 

shone. 

Many people roared with laughter. They all looked down on him. 

“Right, there was a grand construct here before. How exactly did it fall?” Someone asked. 

When everyone heard this, they immediately diverted their attention, no longer looking at Shi Hao and 

instead focusing on this problem. 

“Just think about it for a bit. Qi Daolin has angered so many people, truly a notorious individual who did 

so many despicable things. This mountain range was golden-bright and dazzling once upon a time with 

bejeweled jade palaces everywhere. It was just too magnificent back then, all stolen from the great 

sects. Do you really think nothing would happen to a place like this?” Senior brother Liu said. 

“In the end, those great sects all took action, and the entire world chased after him. How could they 

tolerate their own buildings being here? It was just too humiliating. They would rather destroy this place 

then let him show off, and that was why it was all turned into ruins.” A senior sister added. 

“Why did I hear that Qi Daolin was extremely stunning, his talents rarely seen under the heavens?” Jing 

Xiaorou said. 

“Wu, even though that person was infamous, he really was formidable. Otherwise, how could he 

become the core disciple of more than ten sects, successfully stealing from many masters?” 

“Why did he do this? Is there any purpose in this?” Someone questioned. 

“The first reason is because he is a martial madman, wishing to merge the bone texts of all clans and 

create the most powerful heavenly art. The second reason is because there was something that had 

always been gnawing at his mind, his desire to revive a certain forbidden ancient sect.” Senior brother 

Liu’s expression was a bit strange. 



“What sect is this, for him to feel like it was worth doing all of this?” Someone was shocked. 

“I do not know, I only heard that this sect’s people are pitifully few, but terrifying beyond imagination.” 

A senior sister said. 

Senior brother Liu said, “Rumors has it that when it was time for this inheritance to replace the old with 

the new, Qi Daolin was chosen. However, it was precisely then that great enemies attacked this place. 

The old sect master made the decision then to have Qi Daolin leave, saving his life.” 

“Wu, there are some news that I’ve heard. Rumor has it that the great enemies that besieged that 

inheritance were terrifying beyond imagination.” Another senior brother said with a soft voice. 

“Who were they?” 

“I heard that Immortal Palace’s most ancient figure awoke from his archaic slumber, and then he invited 

several other of the most powerful figures to move out together to attack this place.” 

“Si!” Everyone gasped. What kind of place was Immortal Palace? They never exceeded five members, 

yet they overlooked the world under heaven, intimidating everyone, both past and present. 

“Shush, it’s best if we don’t talk too much about these old matters.” A senior brother warned, feeling 

that loose tongues might cause a lot of trouble. 

Senior brother Liu said, “Rumors has it that after Qi Daolin was sent away, he originally wanted to look 

for his senior’s inheritance, but he ended up empty handed. In the end, he began to steal from all the 

different masters to strengthen himself.” 

“A bit understandable…” Jing Xiaorou said. 

“Hey, junior sister, you definitely cannot pity him. He was indeed unlucky when he was young, but look 

at what he did later, angering man and god alike, absolutely despicable!” Senior brother Liu stressed. 

“Right, look over there, isn’t that a pair of copper rust?” Someone pointed at a mountain peak. It was 

covered in green color, all copper rust. 

“Qi Daolin had visited Immortal Palace before and stole a copper house to use as an outhouse.” 

Everyone became speechless. They began to understand how badly this dao master bore a grudge, as 

well as how much of an exotic flower he was. 

There was a rumor that if not for Immortal Palace having two people overseeing it that were just too 

ancient, their cultivation levels being incomparably profound, Qi Daolin would have long gone and 

gotten revenge. 

Shi Hao thought to himself without saying anything. 

“Yi, you were listening carefully as well. Are you still going to guard this shoddy monastery? Just 

properly cultivate so that you have a chance of entering my Goddess Academy.” Someone said rather 

arrogantly with the attitude of someone who succeeded. 

“All of you just stay out of the way and leave. So annoying.” Shi Hao waved his hand. 



“You aren’t truly hoping to become a disciple of this place, right?” Lu Ming directly laughed. 

Senior brother Liu seemed to have thought of something and said, “Several thousand years ago, Qi 

Daolin was prompted by a sudden urge, truly appearing here once before to instruct a few disciples, in 

the end…” 

“What happened?” Everyone was curious. 

“In the end, they were harrassed by the disciples of every sect, and they all abandoned Supreme Being 

Dao Rite, never appearing again. It really was miserable…” Senior brother Liu said, and he even looked at 

Shi Hao with ill intentions. 

“Didn’t they say that they weren’t actually taught by Qi Daolin and instead that someone discovered a 

part of Qi Daolin’s inheritance?” 

“That’s incorrect, two of them were personally taught by him, but in the end, they were beaten up quite 

miserably by the disciples of each sect. They directly left and never returned.” 

--- 

As Shi Hao listened to their discussions, he discovered that there seemed to be some other things that 

Qi Daolin wished to keep a secret. 

Shi Hao didn’t place his attention on them and instead thought about other things. If he walked under 

the world with Supreme Being Dao Rite’s name, would he become like those two seniors, be pursued by 

the disciples of every clan?” 

However, no matter how bad it was, could it be worse than if he exposed his true identity? 

“During these past few thousand years, there were a few who came here looking for opportunities as 

well, claiming to be disciples of this sect to occupy the peak, but in the end, they were all beaten up 

miserably,” senior brother Liu said. 

“Haha…” There were a few older students who had ill intentions as they looked at Shi Hao. 

“Laugh my ass! All of you better get lost. I am going to say it again, this is my dao rite.” Shi Hao said. 

“Is that so? Your temper is quite great. Since you consider yourself a disciple of Supreme Being Dao Rite, 

then it’ll just be like the old rules of the past!” Senior brother Liu said. 

“What old rules?” Lu Ming was eager to give it a try. 

“Obviously to deal with him, put him in the same state as those seniors of his, make him run away with 

his head covered and disappear!” Senior brother Liu said. 

There were even those that added, “We have to spread the news as well. Then, the disciples of every 

sect will come!” 

“Watch me then!” Lu Ming took action. The five-colored antlers on his head shone, and an expanse of 

bone texts shot out. 



However, under everyone’s shocked eyes, with a gabeng sound, a horn came off, appearing in Shi Hao’s 

hands. It immediately gave everyone a fright. 

“I’ve been tired to death these past few days, but you really are attentive, bringing me a young deer 

antler to help me recover my body.” Shi Hao said. They had talked about quite a few behind-the-scenes 

stories, making him feel more and more out of sorts. 

Peng! 

In the next moment, Lu Ming flew out, rolling down the mountain. 

Everyone became stupefied. Was this an exceptional talent? He was just too formidable! Even though Lu 

Ming was a new student, being blasted flying like this meant that this person possessed unimaginable 

power. n(.O𝐯𝔢𝓵𝗯1n 

Senior brother Liu’s expression changed. He turned around and immediately ran. 

Xiu! Like an arrow that left a bowstring, he immediately arrived behind him, grabbed him by the neck, 

and then said, “A willow tree that developed intelligence?” 

Shi Hao sighed with amazement. Out of kindness towards someone of the same race as the Willow 

Deity, he didn’t act too harshly. With a single slap, he sent him falling down to the foot of the mountain. 

Senior brother Liu’s entire body was shivering with coldness. What kind of freak was this? This monster 

dealt with him like he was grabbing a chicken! 

"You are of the Golden Luan Race?" Shi Hao set his eyes on the next target. Without any trace of 

politeness, he immediately hacked off a large piece of golden luan leg meat. Compared to its massive 

body, it wasn’t a particularly serious injury. 

Then, Shi Hao looked at another person and said, “You are a Flood dragon? Leave behind a piece of 

flesh, then you can leave.” 

The group of people were stupefied, especially the newcomers, receiving an incredibly heavy 

psychological blow. While carrying great ambitions, they finally entered Goddess Academy, yet in front 

of this small shoddy sect, they were actually oppressed like this. 

Wasn’t this some notorious inheritance? How could the youth from this place be so formidable?! 

Moreover, this youth was quite strange as well, staring at them and treating them like food, wanting to 

eat and drink their body parts. It was too terrifying. 

“Hurry and leave. Also, warn the academy’s experts that an evil disicple has appeared! The ashes of the 

notorious sect burns once more!” Someone shouted. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao took action, blasting the people until they flipped over. He searched them one by one for flesh 

goods. Loud cries of terror immediately sounded from this place. 

“Seniors were lying to us! This is clearly a terrifying inheritance!” 



“Juniors, this really is a shoddy inheritance with a bad reputation, but we never said they were weak! 

Back then, only when the powerful disciples of every sect took action did they defeat those few 

inheritors!” A senior brother explained. 

In the end, apart from that female disciple named Jing Xiaorou, the others all had a piece of meat sliced 

off. Then, they all tumbled down the great mountain while screaming their heads off. 

“You seem like your character isn’t that bad, not looking down on Supreme Being Dao Rite, so you can 

leave.” Shi Hao waved his hand. 

“You… what are you called?” Jing Xiaorou’s face was a bit pale as she asked. She felt like this person was 

even more strange and terrifying than that legendary Qi Daolin. Instead of yelling killing and beating up, 

he yelled about eating and drinking, treating everyone like food. 

“Supreme Being Dao Rite’s… great master disciple.” Shi Hao said. 

Finally, this place became quiet. Shi Hao swept away his gloomy mood, and then he began to happily 

start a fire. He washed the antler, Luan meat, flood Fragon tassel and a large pile of other food clean, 

and then he began to slow cook them together. 

“This is a great stew, what a wonderful meal.” He was waiting for the food to finish cooking. 

Qi Daolin silently appeared, nodding his head and saying, “Not bad, stronger than your two martial 

brothers. Not irresolute and no fear, taking action when needed.” 

Shi Hao’s face immediately went rigid. His face immediately darkened when he thought about how he 

was swindled, as well as the rumors he heard about Supreme Being Dao Rite. 

“There’s no need to be unhappy. Do you know how many people came to me asking for me to teach 

them divine abilities? You should be content with your situation,” Qi Daolin said. Then, without any 

trace of politeness, he began to help himself to the cauldron’s food. 

“Now that I am Supreme Being Dao Rite’s disciple, I feel like I am going to be the target of scorn from all. 

In the future, no matter where I go, wouldn’t everyone want to harrass me?” Shi Hao asked. 

“You don’t need to go out. In the future, this mountain alone will become bustling with activity. Others 

will come on their own. No matter what creatures you want to eat, those from great races will all come. 

In addition those people might have holy medicines, rare weapons, and all types of things for you to 

take.” Qi Daolin said rather irresponsibly. 

“You…” Shi Hao was annoyed. In the end, he said with a soft voice, “What if their masters come looking 

for me after I eat a few vicious beasts and beat them until they are screaming?” 

“Don’t you still have me? As long as I am still free and unfettered in this world, who dares to touch my 

disciple? I will bring down disaster onto all of their disciples!” Qi Daolin said in an extremely 

domineering manner. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything and looked at him. This elder looked like he possessed an immortal aura and 

dao bones, but right now, he was like a pain in the neck, like an old hoodlum. 



“You promise? For example, if I go wander around in Goddess Academy, their clan’s upper levels 

wouldn’t deal with me?” 

Qi Daolin waved his hand and said, “I just came back from that place. They owe me a favor, and now, 

they completely promised me. You are someone from Supreme Being Dao Rite, so no one will rashly 

deal with you.” 

Soon after, Qi Daolin felt regret, inwardly twitching his lips. This fella really knew how to provoke others, 

not allowing others to be worry-free! 

It was because that fella didn’t even wait at all and immediately went down the mountain. He began to 

have people hold signs in front of Goddess Academy saying that he would accept all types of missions. 

He was actually collecting fees, helping people fight battles. He wrote clearly that he could beat up 

younger grade disciples, as well as hang up and beat up older grade seniors. Everything was okay, as 

long as they offered him a good price. 

“Stinky brat, get your ass back here!” Qi Daolin felt like his teeth were sore. 

Even though Shi Hao left Goddess Academy’s entrance, there was still an uproar raised within. 

“Are you trying to test me?” Qi Daolin gave him a look. 

“No, no, I just wanted a chance to sneak in. I need the Tribulation crossing divine lotus.” Shi Hao said, 

lacking in confidence. 

“Nonsense, aren’t you just testing me?” Qi Daolin stared at him. Then, after thinking about it, he said, 

“Alright, take this. Go to that immortal pond when you have the chance, and bring that dao companion 

back along the way.” 

“What?” Shi Hao was stupefied. He looked at the black metal tile in his hand. 

“This is Goddess Academy’s thing. By holding it, you can visit the divine pool without restriction,” said Qi 

Daolin. 

Shi Hao was quite doubtful. He looked at Qi Daolin like he was an idiot, as if he definitely wouldn’t fall 

for his tricks. 

“Get out of here! You still aren’t going to go?” Qi Daolin was furious. 

In the end, Shi Hao headed for Goddess Academy! 

Chapter 748 - Great Master Brother Has Arrived 

Goddess Academy, a place grand and magnificent. 

In the distance, the vendor booths of the open market were all being put away, ending their day’s 

clamoring and bustling. 

At the entrance of the academy, a few students were coming and going. Quite a few of them were dao 

companions, coming out under the sunset glow to relax after a day of cultivation and appreciate this 

type of silent beauty. 



A divine bird descendant -- Green Bird, beat its wings under the sunset. Its wings flickered like green 

gold. In its mouth was a letter that released a warm light, extremely quiet and auspicious. 

Unfortunately, the peace was quickly broken. 

In the distance, shouts of clamoring sounded from the open market. Cries of pain and screaming of girls 

could be heard. Precious techniques lit up brilliantly, erupting in large amounts. It was chaotic. 

“Yi, it’s someone from our academy. There are people fighting!” 

“They suffered greatly, being beaten down in an instant. Hurry and come look!” 

Students rushed out from the entrance one after another, especially the experts who rushed over like 

wind and lightning. 

“What is going on?” The higher grade seniors asked. A group of people had bone texts flickering about 

them. They were all powerful individuals. 

"The fella from this morning came, and he is carrying out his promise now, giving a few people a 

beating. They were all beaten down!” Someone said, pointing at a few students laying on the ground 

nearby. 

“What kind of mess is this? Who is the person from the morning?” 

Someone quickly explained, saying, “Cough, during the day, there was a person who set up a stall and 

claimed to be able to carry out various types of missions, willing to help fight against the people in the 

academy. He said that he could beat up lower grade students or higher grade seniors!” 

“What a strange person, running to my Goddess Academy to carry out missions and beat up the 

academy elites. Is he trying to overturn the sky?” 

The students’ enforcement team arrived, and they just happened to hear this. Their noses almost went 

crooked from anger. This was truly daring, simply intolerable! 

“So unbridled, he truly dares to come here?” 

Everyone was discussing what happened during the daytime as the sun went down. It was absolutely 

infuriating, coming to Goddess Academy’s entrance to carry out this kind of business. Was he looking 

down on Goddess Academy’s students? 

Then, everyone learned about the details. A loose cultivator that had just joined the academy was 

humiliated by someone from Underworld Earth. He came here to get firsthand experience, asking this 

person for help. 

In reality, Shi Hao held the black tile and was ready to enter Goddess Academy already, but he 

unexpectedly encountered this youth with a bloody nose and swollen face ask him for help. 

After understanding what was happening, easily and in passing, he gave the Underworld Clan elites who 

were bullying loose cultivators a good beating, pounding each of them until they spat out white suds 

from their mouths and started twitching in place. 



Shi Hao just wanted to collect some rewards for the sake of doing it, telling that youth that because this 

was the first time they were doing business, it would be half-price. However, that youth had to help him 

advertise his business, that he could beat up anyone on the premise that they had rare precious 

medicines and other things. 

Pu! 

When those Underworld Clan elites had just woken up and heard what was going on, they were so angry 

they spat out a mouthful of old blood. n(-O𝒱𝖊𝐋𝒷In 

When the group of people heard this, they were all speechless. There really was a weirdo like this? To 

advertise outside Goddess Academy’s gates that he could beat up any student low or high grade, this 

was too disgraceful and unbridled!” 

“Did he say what he was called?” A high grade student asked. 

“He calls himself Great Master brother!” 

The group of people looked at each other in dismay, all of them revealing strange expressions. 

“Have you guys heard what else happened earlier? Rumor has it that the shoddy monastery that was 

long covered in weeds had its ashes burn once more, producing another disciple, one also called Great 

Master brother. He beat a few of our academy’s junior brothers into a sorry state, producing a huge 

comotion within our academy.” 

“This is a major event! I heard that a group of powerful individuals were going to go there to see exactly 

what was going on. If that notorious inheritance really revives, then there will definitely be a large scale 

raid.” 

As a result, everyone revealed looks of shock. Were the two big events caused by the same person? 

“I think it might very well be the same person!” 

“They really are traceable to the same stock. This sect is notorious, rotten to the roots. We definitely 

have to group up and beat the crap out of that inheritor!” 

The academy entrance erupted with noise. No one could sit still any longer, especially the enforcement 

squad. They wanted to immediately enter the mountains. 

“Return my Goddess Academy’s peace! Remove the remaining evil of this notorious dao rite!” 

“Come together to wipe out this scum!” 

“The sun is about to fall over the mountain. That shoddy monastery really is strange. Let’s wait until 

tomorrow and then wipe out this lunatic together with all the experts!” 

In the distance, Shi Hao heard everything clearly and saw what was going on. He became speechless. 

This title of Great Master brother truly incurred everyone’s hatred! This sect’s bad reputation really was 

spread far and wide. 



He didn’t feel any fear, however. He’ll deal with tomorrow’s matters tomorrow. Right now, finding the 

Tribulation crossing divine lotus was the most important matter. There was no rush to beat up these 

people after succeeding. 

Goddess Academy was a rather open academy. Due to it being powerful enough, the checks at the 

entrance weren’t that strict, allowing those from the open market to come and go. 

This also proved how powerful this inheritance was, as they had this type of confidence. They didn’t fear 

the invasion of any outsiders! 

Things went extremely smoothly for Shi Hao. He was able to slip in and not receive any obstruction. 

The bright red sunset glow made the entire academy appear more and more peaceful. There were many 

students who came and went, but it was still extremely orderly and peaceful. No one made a racket. 

Shi Hao was quite delicate and pretty, not over seventeen to eighteen years of age. He didn’t come into 

any conflict after entering. Everyone thought that he was one of the students. 

He looked around, not in a rush to find where the Tribulation crossing divine lotus was, instead stopping 

from time to time to appreciate the academy’s artistic scenery and engraving and cliffs engraved with 

great dao imprints. 

There were large amounts of building complexes here and spiritual mountains that exuded auspicious 

energy. There were great rivers that passed through the academy as well, and even more flying 

waterfalls and other things. Divine birds and auspicious beasts roamed about as well. 

This place was half mountains, half city. The scenery was extremely beautiful, flowing with pure white 

wisps. That was the embodiment of spiritual essence condensation and not water vapor. 

Suddenly, Shi Hao discovered one place that was especially lively. Many students were hurrying over, 

and even from far away, he could smell intoxicating wine and delicious food that made one drool. 

“Really is a good place…” 

Shi Hao’s eyes went straight, because he saw golden elephant trunks, purple golden camel peaks, 

spiritual medicine mushrooms, flying bear paws, and other precious dishes. There was even great 

Golden-Winged Peng wings being roasted until they were golden with oil. 

“Forget it, what I came here for is more important.” He wiped away a mouthful of saliva and then 

reluctantly turned around, temporarily departing from this place. It was because he had even more 

important things to take care of tonight. 

He used a worn out map he got from Qi Daolin to differentiate where he had to go, following a small 

cobblestone path towards a quiet place. He entered the depths of the academy. 

Shi Hao discovered that the important region had formations covering them densely. Symbols flickered 

about, making it difficult to go in. That was why the academy didn’t have to worry about outsiders 

coming in to disturb the peace. 



After roaming left and right, he passed over a mountain region. Auspicious energy wafted into the air 

and multicolored radiance shone along the way. It was clear that he entered the most important 

precious land. 

There were several people who tried to stop him, but upon seeing the black metal tile, they all backed 

off, not appearing again. 

This was especially the case when he entered a formation. The black tile shone, blocking the symbol 

attacks, allowing him to peacefully enter. 

Shi Hao was shocked, and only now did he believe Qi Daolin’s words. This tile really was formidable, an 

important treasure of this academy! 

“That old fella angers man and god alike. Just how many relationships did he have to make use of to 

make the academy’s higher levels hate yet respect him so much, giving him this secret item?” 

He began to speculate inwardly. Even though Qi Daolin had a notorious reputation, he was still someone 

with a story. Not only did he bring chaos to the world, there were still times when he ‘upheld justice’. 

The sun had already set. The sound of bugs could be heard. They hid within the grass, some pleasant to 

listen to, others crying out gu gu sounds like muffled thunder. 

Shi Hao was shocked. There was definitely a bug king here. This place was definitely not simple. 

Shi Hao gasped. He saw a strange bug that was too unordinary. Even though it was only the size of a 

thumb, it released scarlet multicolored light that dyed an entire mountain red. 

In addition, its appearance was quite strange, looking like a blood phoenix. 

“This shouldn’t be the divine bug that had a chance of becoming a bug emperor Feng Wu got from 

Origin Sky Secret Realm, right?” Shi Hao trembled inwardly. Will there be a great battle of bug emperors 

in the future?” 

Moonlight lit up again, and silver splendor scattered downwards. 

He passed through several dozen formations in succession. By relying on the black metal tile, the 

journey went extremely smoothly. He arrived in a place covered in multicolored mists. 

“This should be the immortal pool where the Tribulation crossing divine lotus is.” Shi Hao said to 

himself. He looked forwards. Mists pervaded the air and light swirled about brilliantly. 

Even from far away, he could already smell the fragrance. 

“The immortal pond is so large, no wonder Goddess Academy dares to be so open to the outside world, 

able to allow the one that could offer seven-colored Immortal gold the chance to soak here for a day 

and night…” Shi Hao muttered. 

Instead of calling it an immortal pool, it was better to call it a sparkling lake. Multicolored mists spread 

outwards, covering a great area. 

Suddenly, Shi Hao’s expression changed. His divine senses were extremely sharp. He immediately 

retracted his aura and used the dual-pupil to inspect outwards. He was immediately stunned. 



It was because he saw a beautiful scene. 

Under the pure moonlight was an exceptionally beautiful figure. Her pitch-black hair was shining, 

scattering down to her waists. Her neck was like that of a heavenly crane’s. Her clothes were half 

removed, revealing her soft and sparkling shoulders that flickered between light and dark. Her eyebrows 

were extremely long and gently shaking. 

This was an exceptional fairy. She was currently bathing, only partly dressed, stunning and astonishing, 

poetic and picturesque. It swayed one’s heart gently. 

It was precisely Yue Chan! 

Her body was tall and slender, incredibly fine. On her back was an enormous moon. She was standing by 

the immortal pool’s side within sparkling flower petals. The water fragrance rose in spirals, setting her 

off like a fairy in a world of mortals. 

“To gaze upon is an indecent assault…” Shi Hao said softly. Then, he added, “What am I scared of? That’s 

my wife!” Moreover, he widened his eyes and stared intently! 

He never thought that he would unexpectedly see Yue Chan. He rubbed his chin and silently admired. 

It was clear that Yue Chan’s spiritual senses were extremely sharp as well. She turned around rather 

suspiciously. Unfortunately, she didn’t have dual-pupils and Shi Hao restrained his aura. After some 

slight hesitation, she entered the waters. 

“Forget it, I won’t go over for now.” Shi Hao said. He chose another direction and entered the divine 

pond. 

He had something more important to take care of right now and didn’t have time to waste. Under the 

moonlight, he silently moved about, creeping closer to the medicinal fragrance. 

However, what if they accidentally encountered each other? 

Shi Hao felt like he was already avoiding the other party, which was already extremely generous. 

Moreover, she was still his ‘wife’! 

“You better not take the initiative to get on my nerves. My patience has always been… extremely 

terrible!” He said to himself with his extremely thick face. 

Chapter 749 - Tribulation Crossing Divine Lotus 

Moonlight scattered down like water, bright and warm. 

The lake was sparkling and brilliant like divine liquid or jade elixir. There was a wave of fragrance wafting 

about, and multicolored brilliance surged. 

“It is effective. The body’s vitality becomes strong, allowing one’s vitality to increase.” Shi Hao said to 

himself. This was the result of his direct observation. 

This was an immortal pond that contained innate essence. It was known to have immortal dao aura. For 

Goddess Academy, this was one of the most important precious lands, second only to the Human 

Immortal engravings. 



Of course, all of the immortal dao essence was sealed at the bottom of the lake and not allowed to 

immediately surge. It instead flowed out in a steady stream to nourish the entire academy, making this 

the birthplace of heroes. 

There were also rumors that there was actually an enormous immortal corpse beneath the ground that 

merged with the dao, turning this place into a spring that erupted with energy. Even a true immortal 

couldn’t revive after dying, instead turning into the most foundational immortal essence. 

In the past, there were quite a few people that had their eyes on this lake, including the younger Qi 

Daolin. In the end, they all failed. 

“What a good place. If I can get closer to the Tribulation crossing divine lotus, then I can most likely 

refine the Golden Bodhi fruit.” 

Shi Hao increased speed towards the center of the lake. When he reached this place, it was now 

completely different. He unexpectedly entered a small world that was surrounded by multicolored 

clouds. Divine light overflowed into the heavens. 

Great formations covered this place densely, and bone texts rose and fell. It was sparkling and brilliant. 

This place was extraordinary, forming a small world of its own. 

It was to the extent where there was even lightning radiance here! 

Shi Hao was shocked. He didn’t dare let go of the black tile in his hands. He was now confident that this 

was definitely a great treasure. Only with it could he get closer to the Tribulation crossing divine lotus. 

Sure enough, he was able to safely make it through. Meanwhile, the spiritual essence of this lake 

immediately became ten times richer! 

“How formidable! It can already be called a divine spring at this point. Now that I can soak in here, I 

think I can quickly recover.” 

Suddenly, he saw a figure that was snow white and sparkling. He hurriedly sank to the bottom of the 

lake and restrained all of his vitality. He became calm and unmoving. 

He never thought that he would see another figure that was snow white and sparkling. He hurriedly 

sank to the bottom of the lake and restrained all of his life force, becoming silent and stationary. 

He never expected someone other than Yue Chan appearing here. This was clearly a young lady. She was 

cultivating and bathing here. 

Goddess Academy was extremely large, and those with great enough aptitude had a chance of entering 

this place for isolation. Of course, normally, they would always stagger about their limits to avoid 

encountering each other. 

This person was just about to leave. She moved like a spotlessly white mermaid. She moved through the 

water surface, leaving behind a graceful and moving silhouette. 

Shi Hao watched as she left, and then he slowly surfaced, continuing upwards towards the heart of this 

place. The fragrance became richer and richer, making his body feel more and more invigorated. He was 

about to float up. 



In addition, the multicolored brilliance of this place became too brilliant, so blinding that they couldn’t 

open their eyes. 

“Something isn’t quite right!” Shi Hao frowned. Within the depths of this place, his spiritual senses were 

suppressed, so his divine awareness couldn’t travel very far. This mean that it wasn’t as easy to 

investigate. 

In addition, he found that even the dual-pupil lost efficacy. 

Strand after strand of multicolored light seeped out, turning into a rainbow and covering the void. They 

interweaved together, so gorgeous one could lose themselves in its beauty. There was also electrical 

radiance streaking about that made it look even more beautiful. 

This place was extremely large, and with the ineffectiveness of divine senses, if someone came here, it 

was likely for them to only discover each other after running into each other. 

Yue Chan was on the other side. Normally speaking, she wouldn’t head in this direction, this was what 

Shi Hao felt. Even if they did run into each other, it wasn’t that big of a deal either. He wasn’t that 

worried. 

“Yi, arrived!” 

He felt an exuberant wave of vitality. His entire being felt like he was going to float into the air. That was 

a wave of divine dao essence. It contained a large amount of life force. 

Shi Hao moved forward to take a closer look. He was stupefied. The so-called Tribulation crossing divine 

lotus was actually an ancient tree! 

It was extremely lush, its entire body sparkling golden. Its branches were vigorous and strong like a 

dragon. Even if many people surrounded it, they still wouldn’t be able to wrap their arms around it. It 

was as if a golden ancient dragon was hibernating here. Endless golden leaves extended outwards. 

It could also be considered a lotus, because upon closer inspection, its bold and powerful body was the 

reflection of the divine lotus’ roots growing thicker. Only, it was just too majestic. 

It grew here, and was extremely majestic, filling up a large portion of this watery region. 

In addition, what left others the most shocked was that there was lightning all about it, covering it 

densely. They were incomparably thick like silver, golden, and purple dragons, winding around and 

protecting it. The lightning’s colors were different, but their power were all extremely great. 

This was the Tribulation crossing divine lotus, different from how he had imagined it to be. The scene it 

displayed was also a bit different. 

“No wonder it has this name. It really is crossing tribulations, covered densely in lightning every minute 

and second…” Shi Hao said to himself. 

As for the Tribulation crossing divine lotus, there were many legends related to it. 



It was common knowledge that after the immortal ancient era passed, this world became different and 

the natural laws changed. Creatures now would normally not suffer heavenly tribulation any more, and 

this had become a unique trait of the tribulation crossing divine lotus. 

Of course, there were rare instances in this world as well, for example, due to the Demonic Sovereign of 

Fiend Island wishing to exist forever in this world, he passed away after attempting to pass a tribulation. 

There were many giants who came to this place because of how famous this plant was. They all wished 

to study this lotus. 

There was an extremely terrifying saying, which was that the Tribulation crossing divine lotus was 

connected to heaven and earth’s calamities. It could live extremely well for an entire era, while other 

creatures were all gathering disaster, eventually having to suffer a tribulation. 

There were unsurpassed figures who had pried into the mystery, claiming that there would be a day 

when creatures would undergo heavenly tribulation again when they were advancing to the point of 

breaking through life and death. At that time, it would be a great tribulation. 

It was because they had never suffered many lightning tribulations before, and all of it was accumulating 

in that day. As for just how terrifying it would be, that was hard to say. 

This was especially the case for a few exceptionally stunning and monstrous geniuses, as it would be 

even more dangerous for them. It was because the more outstanding one was, the more heavenly 

tribulation would come knocking on their doors, and now, this tribulation hadn’t occurred for an entire 

era. 

All of this would be accumulated. 

Of course, many people wouldn’t even last until that day arrived. Before that day arrived ,they would 

have long died in meditation. 

However, once that day truly came, regardless of whether it was towards geniuses or old sect masters, it 

would definitely be an absolute disaster! 

“This thing has a great secret! Why are you the only one that can pass the tribulation?" Shi Hao said 

softly. 

He suddenly thought of the Lightning Emperor’s inheritance, deciding that he had to carefully study it 

from the beginning again, and then use the thunderstorm guiding lightning to refine his body and carry 

out a baptism. 

“This is the true immortal pool!” 

“Shi Hao discovered that the Tribulation crossing divine lotus took root in an enormous pool that was 

shining. It was like a golden starch, bubbling in that area. 

This type of ancient tree took root here, its branches lush with life. Lightning radiance and golden light 

interweaved, covering everything. Not even divine will could probe past. 

“Yue Chan is on the other side, and I am here. We are separated from each other, so it’s unlikely for us 

to encounter each other.” 



Shi Hao carefully closed in on the divine lotus, wishing to get in and acquire some divine liquid, perhaps 

even picking a few divine leaves, but he was disappointed. The true immortal pond had bone texts 

covering it densely. 

Even with the black metal tile in hand, he had no way of making it over there, instead being obstructed 

outside. No one was allowed close to the divine lotus. 

Moreover, when one truly got closer, deafening thunderous sounds rumbled as if an army of tens of 

thousands were rushing past. It made one’s blood and qi surge. Normally, a person would have 

definitely already fainted. 

Shi Hao was paying rapt attention to this place, discovering that there would be golden liquid that 

seeped out from the edge of the immortal pond from time to time, entering the outside of the great 

lake and triggering an eruption of spiritual essence. Immortal energy pervaded the air. 

This was the foundation. Even though he entered the immortal pond, he still couldn’t get closer. By 

collecting this golden liquid on the outside, even though it wasn’t the ideal situation, it should still be 

enough. 

It was because this liquid’s vitality was extremely great. By standing here, his flesh would immediately 

become different. His bones would crackle about with pi pa sounds, as if he was growing. 

“Wu, the Tribulation crossing divine lotus is mature and about to completely solidify, entering the pond. 

Now, the golden liquid should be the result of a mixture of itself and the immortal pond’s precious 

liquid.” 

Shi Hao saw through the origin of it all. No wonder this place flickered with lightning! It was because the 

divine lotus’ life was in full bloom, reaching the critical point. 

He silently adjusted his breathing, allowing himself to reach the most optimal state. His entire body 

became covered in bone texts, and blood energy surged. Then, he produced a fist-sized golden fruit. 

“Si, these two things are resonating with each other. There really is a perfect pair type of feeling.” 

Shi Hao sucked in a cold breath, feeling considerably shocked. It was because when he observed it 

carefully, he found that the Golden Bodhi fruit and the Tribulation crossing divine lotus seemed to have 

some type of vague connection. They were both golden and extremely heaven defying, and so there was 

some type of relationship. 

“Could it be… that these two things complemented each other to begin with?” Shi Hao’s mind jumped. 

Then, he calmed down, starting to gather the golden liquid that dripped out from the immortal pond. 

His flesh also became like a bottomless pit, absorbing it all and storing it. 

If others saw this, they would definitely be stupefied and stare with disbelief. Even though this was 

priceless divine liquid, directly absorbing it like this was definitely a waste of resources. 

So much golden liquid was definitely not something a supreme expert could absorb. It would be too 

difficult for them to refine. 



It was because the Tribulation crossing divine lotus would make even a Heavenly deity’s eyes go red, 

feeling a strong desire to possess it. They could use it to break through, let alone a youngster at a lower 

cultivation realm like Shi Hao. n-)𝓸//𝑽/)𝖊(.𝗅.(𝑩./I()n 

Sure enough, not long after, he felt a tremendous pressure. His body swelled up like a drum. Golden 

multicolored light filled the sky, and the aura of life was boundless. 

In addition, he still had a type of feeling of entering a state of dao comprehension. 

“It’s begun!” Shi Hao bit into the Golden Bodhi fruit, carefully absorbing just a small mouthful, holding it 

in his mouth and starting to refine it. 

In that instant, his body felt as if it was struck by lightning. Once this type of thing entered his body, it 

dissolved on its own, battering at his four limbs and hundreds of bones. There was even more a 

ferocious battering against his divine will. It was incomparably oppressive. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao coughed blood on the scene. His bones broke and his muscles snapped. The small mouthful he 

absorbed, even without him refining it, entered every part of his body, producing tremendous damage. 

His expression changed. This type of thing was indeed terrifying. For the human race, it was poison. It 

contained a terrifying great dao, harming one’s dao root. It really was terrifying to the extreme. 

If it was any other supreme expert, they would have likely exploded on the spot. 

Even Shi Hao felt as if he was struck by lightning. Many of his bones were broken. He suffered a 

tremendous amount of pain and torment. 

He simply couldn’t imagine how a portion of the fruit’s liquid could contain such destructive power. It 

was enough to kill the most powerful of creatures! 

The Tribulation crossing divine lotus and immortal pool’s essence Shi Hao absorbed finally displayed its 

use. It quickly repaired his body and connected his broken bones, allowing his weakened state to 

gradually recover. 

Hong! 

An indescribable type of natural dao laws blasted at Shi Hao’s primordial spirit, clearly what was 

previously contained within the golden bodhi fruit he had just ingested. It immediately made his dao 

heart unsteady and his primordial spirit almost exploded. 

“Seal!” 

Shi Hao roared. He operated the True Primordial Record, interweaving the most primitive bone texts to 

fend off this mysterious natural law force. 

This was simply a life and death torment. It was just an instant, but Shi Hao felt as if he was being torn 

apart from his flesh down to his primordial spirit, almost ending his life right there. 

It could be said that if a Divine Flame Realm expert suffered this type of disaster, they would still 

undoubtedly die. However, he made it through. 



“It’s effective!” 

Shi Hao was pleasantly surprised. The flesh immunity ability became more and more clear, and the most 

important thing was that he felt a wave of thriving vitality. He could make this ability grow together with 

him! 

Then, he calmed down his heart. He guided the immortal pond’s golden liquid in to his body while 

carefully devouring a bit of the Golden Bodhi fruit. When it was late into the night, he had already 

refined a large half of it. 

However, this process was too dangerous. Even with the Tribulation crossing divine lotus, his flesh was 

still blasted apart several times, the most miserable part was that he almost broke apart, his four limbs 

separating and his shoulder blades blasted flying. 

Another two hours later, three-fourths of the Golden Bodhi fruit disappeared! 

“Yi, there seems to be mysterious ripples of order spreading outwards?” At the other end to the 

immortal pond where the Tribulation crossing divine lotus rested, a spotlessly white like fine jade young 

lady said to herself. She was gorgeous and exceptional. Her body that bathed in the precious liquid was 

perfect without any faults. 

Chapter 750 - Immortal Pond Breathtaking 

“Aiya!” 

Shi Hao released a miserable cry. His right shoulder began to split open, the cracks extending down 

towards his chest. Blood surged frantically, and half of his body was almost torn apart. He endured the 

intense pain, operating bone texts to treat himself, guiding the tribulations crossing golden liquid’s 

immortal pond’s spiritual essence into his body to recover his injuries. 

His chest healed, not blasting apart. However, his right arm and shoulder fell off, unable to escape the 

disaster. Blood dyed the pool red. 

Shi Hao’s face was snow white. His teeth were tightly clenched. He picked up his arm and connected the 

bones himself, guiding the immortal pool’s essence to recombine the broken limb, recovering from this 

extremely serious injury. 

He already lost track of how many times this had happened. His torso was cracked apart, blood dyeing 

the immortal pool red. His entire body suffered a torment from the underworld. He was like a patched 

up living corpse. 

If it was anywhere else, even if it was Shi Hao, he still couldn’t tolerate it. It was because his flesh shell 

had been blasted through several dozen times, seriously injuring his body’s source and dao foundation. 

Fortunately, this place was within the lake where the Tribulation crossing divine lotus was planted. The 

golden life substance could recreate blood and flesh on white bones, allowing a person on the verge of 

death to recover. 

Shi Hao refined the golden bodhi fruit here. His decision was correct. Otherwise, it would have been too 

dangerous to try this anywhere else. Even if his blood and qi were like those of a dragon, he would still 

suffer a disaster and die. 



“There is much less of the fruit remaining now, already one-seventh remaining. I am about to succeed!” 

What was supporting his willpower right now was the fact that he wasn’t far from completely refining 

the golden bodhi fruit. He could already see the glimmer of hope at the end of the tunnel, even though 

he was suffering in torment with blood everywhere, feeling like he would rather die than stay alive. This 

was perhaps the final darkness before dawn. 

Shi Hao took a deep breath. After adjusting his body’s state, he could clearly see that the immortal 

pool’s golden liquid was quickly gathering over, entering his body to repair his body’s cracks, 

continuously nourishing his broken bones. This was a miracle! 

It was because the broken bones recombined and his limbs regrew. The serious injuries from before 

were healing, approaching completeness at lightning speed. 

This was the Tribulation crossing divine lotus, exactly the same as the effects of legend, allowing white 

bones to display vitality, reproducing flesh. This was the fruit that made Heavenly deities go mad over 

them. 

Soon after, Shi Hao opened his eyes. When he opened and closed his eyes, there were symbols 

interweaving. It was as if an expanse of stars were contained within his pupils. There was new life, 

reprieve from death. 

“I should get this over with!” 

He endured this hellish suffering and torment, starting to refine the divine fruit again. Beams of light 

seeped out strand after strand, winding about his body. 

The small world had dao patterns and formations surrounding this place. The divine senses of individuals 

could not pry through, and as such, even if one wasn’t that far away, they still wouldn’t be able to sense 

anything. 

On the other side of where the Tribulation crossing divine lotus was planted, there was a beauty whose 

divine senses were astonishing. Her pupils were like gemstones, sparkling and full of life. She 

unexpectedly sensed some abnormalities. 

The lake was warm and sparkling. Yue Chan’s figure was wonderful, her spotlessly white body glowing 

like ivory without the slightest flaw. Her pupils flickered about, producing a streak of ripples towards 

that direction. 

Of course, she was acting carefully as well, not taking the risk to approach. It was because she was only 

feeling doubt. 

Under the interweaving lunar splendor, she was exceptionally beautiful. Her fine black hair scattered 

down, her intelligent pupils flickering with divine light. Her body looked like it was made of fine jade, 

snow white and satiny, flowing with specks of brilliance. 

She began to quietly close in! 

In Shi Hao’s hands, there was only an extremely small piece of flesh left sticking to the fruit’s core. It 

released blazing radiance, and the natural laws could vaguely be seen. Divine ripples interweaved within 

the flesh. 



Meanwhile, the fruit core was the size of a luan egg. It was dark green in color and had a type of 

demonic attribute. Holding it would make one’s heart palpitate. The dark green radiance made Shi Hao’s 

palm become translucent. 

With a resolute heart, Shi Hao opened his mouth and nibbled down. The final piece of flesh turned into 

a wave of blazing radiance. It frantically rushed into his body, once again hacking at his vitality, making 

him look like a wild horse out of control. 

There was only the dark green fruit core left in his hand! 

Shi Hao released a groan. His body swayed. This time, his chest bone exploded, and his heart released a 

cracking sound. This was extremely severe, injuring him severely. 

Bo! 

His heart was torn apart. A divine chain of order passed through there, making his body clear from front 

to back. In addition, they began to extend outwards with him at the center. 

In that instant, many cracks appeared on his chest. It was as if the smooth level of the earth’s crust split 

apart and magma surged outwards. Deep gorges appeared streak after streak, filled with blazing 

radiance. 

It was as if he was going to completely explode! Shi Hao was equivalent to half destroyed! 

“It hurts so much!” Shi Hao’s mouth opened up a crack, his delicate and pretty face distorting. He fell 

into the pool of water, turning about and struggling. His injuries were just too severe. 

The holy radiance jumped about. His chest began to collapse, turning into an expanse of flames that 

seemed like it was going to burn him into ashes. Sparkling white bones were revealed there. It was 

dangerous to the extreme. 

“Reincarnation!” 

Shi Hao roared. His body became covered in divine light. Bone texts shone brilliantly like a phoenix 

bathed in flames. A coat of divine radiance surrounded his body to support his chest. 

He used his most profound precious technique to deal with the golden bodhi fruit’s corrosion, 

neutralizing the dangers of his flesh’s collapse. 

Those natural laws barged in. Shi Hao’s chest split open, healed, his bones broke, and then they joined 

back up. The reincarnation repeated again and again, entering a stalemate situation. 

This was the most dangerous instance. In that short period of time, Shi Hao’s chest shone, and cracks 

began to extent out towards every part of his body. His entire body was about to be torn apart. 

The reincarnation force could not only kill opponents, it could also affect time. Right now, it was as if it 

could make the flow of time go in reverse, allowing Shi Hao to regain new life, struggling and resisting 

the damage. 



Of course, the price was tremendous as well. His flesh’s spiritual essence was starting to dry up as well, 

and his potential was completely displayed. He was gambling with his life, hoping to cross this 

‘threshold’. 

This was, for him, a great tribulation in his life, as well as a great gamble. If he couldn’t make it through, 

his body and dao would vanish, eternally unrecoverable. 

In that instant, Shi Hao’s flesh collapsed no less than ten times. He used all types of methods to resist. 

Bone texts shone, and his flesh’s rupturing stopped before continuing again. 

After a long time had passed, Shi Hao laid there with his face towards the sky. Blood dyed the water 

surface. His flesh was tattered, and who knew how many bones were broken. He didn’t move at all, 

tired to the extreme. 

The only fortunate thing was that he made it through! 

The golden bodhi fruit’s terrifying medicinal nature was absorbed. He stopped the final trial of torment. 

The suffering of the underworld finally ended. 

Only, he was now too tired, unable to piece together his broken limbs and torso together. He didn’t 

have any energy left, unable to budge even an inch. 

At that moment, he really wanted to sleep, not wishing to struggle any longer. 

Fortunately, he was right next to the tribulation crossing divine lotus. The golden liquid flowed out from 

the immortal pond, converging strand after strand over into Shi Hao’s pores. 

His spirit was weary and his strength was exhausted, close to having the last bit of fuel in his body 

burning out. Right now, he was completely passively absorbing the divine liquid to recover his body and 

vital energy. 

“I succeeded?” Shi Hao laughed. Even though he was extremely exhausted and his eyes were about to 

close, he felt a type of satisfaction. He finally made it through. 

In the distance, a ripple flashed, and a mermaid like figure appeared on the water surface. Her hair 

scattered down with beads of jewel-like liquid hanging from them. Her face was so beautiful it made one 

suffocate. She calmly looked ahead. 

This was an extremely beautiful appearance. She was like a fairy playing in water under the moon, 

stunning and otherworldly, untainted by the flames of the mortal world. It was as if she came out of a 

fantasy. 

“A man!” Yue Chan was shocked. 

With a flash of multicolored light, a set of divine armor appeared on her body. She quickly entered a 

battle state. 

Even numbered days was when females would use the immortal pond, while odd number days were for 

men. It was clear that this individual overstepped the boundaries, coming in on an even numbered day 

and violating the regulations. 



Was he trying to defy the rules of this place? 

Yue Chan’s beautiful face became cold. A male broke into here, and he wasn’t far. This was the same as 

bathing together with her. 

This was an intolerable result. A male was bathing with her in the divine liquid, an unimaginable thing! 

For a pure fairy, there was nothing worse that this. 

Great waves stirred within her heart. She couldn’t tolerate this! 

At the same time, before she made any movements, Shi Hao became vigilant as well. He endured the 

fatigue and suddenly stood up. He looked at the beauty in front of him, splashing out a lot of water. 

Chi! 

Both individuals’ bodies shone, carrying out defense. The result of doing this was that bone texts 

covered this place densely, creating an intense collision. 

It was because they were just too close, and once bone texts collided, it was hard for them not to take 

action against each other even if they wanted to. 

With a xiu sound, a beam of seven-colored radiance flew out between Yue Chan’s brows. This was her 

most powerful divine sense attack, immediately using it to intimidate Shi Hao, making him focus. 

Shi Hao had just experienced a great disaster, and right now, he was weak to the extreme. He didn’t face 

it head on, instead breaking through the lake and hiding to the side. 

“Pervert, you’ve entered the immortal pool during this moonlit light, absolutely despicable.” Yue Chan 

scoffed. If one thought that this was just berating, then they were wrong. These words carried the force 

of cursing. 

Every word turned into a symbol, as if it was the peak of a metal mountain. They appeared in the void to 

suppress her opponent. It was as if the great imprint of mountains and rivers crushed down. 

If one underestimated this and thought she was just acting out of resentment, then they would 

definitely suffer for it. This was an extremely formidable type of precious technique. 

Shi Hao’s eyes flickered with radiance. He didn’t face this attack, nor did he use his temporary magical 

immunity to face it. He continued to hide to the side, avoiding this attack. 

Yue Chan’s beautiful eyes were like stars, immediately detecting Shi Hao’s weakness. His face was 

miserably pale, and the pool water was bright red. He clearly suffered serious injuries, losing a lot of his 

essence blood. His current state was terrible. 

Who was she? She was Heaven Mending Sect’s holy lady, the most outstanding and heroic disciple. Her 

divine senses were incredible, so she could naturally sense this. She confirmed that the other party’s 

spiritual essence was exhausted and could be easily captured. 

Yue Chan revealed a faint smile from the corners of her lips. Her jade like appearance and sparkling 

white face were stunning. At this moment, she was like an ice princess as she forcefully pressed forward 

to attack Shi Hao and suppress him. 



She was sure that if she acted with the utmost caution, she could easily capture the other side without 

much difficulty. 

Ripples fluctuated out like rainbows. The sky was covered in auspicious brilliance. Yue Chan immediately 

sealed all of Shi Hao’s escape routes, constraining him at the center so that he couldn’t get out. 

Hong! 

Yue Chan used five great precious techniques again and again. Brilliance shone, and the great divine 

abilities descended simultaneously, locking onto Shi Hao and illuminating the lake. 

Normally, this attack would make all exceptional talents tremble inwardly, because it was just too 

shocking. This was the most powerful clash of power. 

However, sometimes, reality and what one expected didn’t match up. 

In that instant, Yue Chan was shocked. She discovered that all of her precious techniques were useless, 

and when they made contact with the other party’s body, they were swept clean by a wave of light. The 

precious techniques scattered. 

Meanwhile, her true body already threw itself over, closing in on the other party. The easy capture that 

she anticipated didn’t happen. She had no choice but to engage the other party in a physical struggle. 

Shi Hao refined the golden bodhi fruit, so the magical immunity improved a step further, becoming 

more powerful than before. It could naturally immediately withstand the five great divine abilities. 

Originally, his body was weak, so he wanted to leave. However, now that he saw the other party fall 

down, becoming almost within reach, he decisively retaliated. 

He still had a Realm shattering symbol, so he didn’t have to worry about not being able to escape ata ll. 

Peng! 

In that instant, both parties grabbed an arm of the other. They then tangled together. 

“Catching a beauty under a moonlit night?” Shi Hao teased. 

“You won’t be able to get away!” Yue Chan’s perfect appearance was flowing with holy splendor. Her 

beautiful hair scattered down, her skin like fine jade. Her eyes flourished with divine radiance. 

 


